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Executive Summary
The present document is part of the scope of Work Package 2 – “Preparation and Monitoring of
Demonstration Activities”-, as outcome of the Subtask 2.3.1 – “Definition of test requirements”, whose
main objective is to develop a validation test plan for the different devices and software tools developed
within InteGrid that later will be deployed to the demo sites. The validation test plan helps the partners to
minimize the risks involved in the deployment of their functions and hardware in the demo sites, by assuring
a correct functionality and operability.
The validation plan also provides a basis for system design and development, by identifying the base criteria
of compliance with current standards, guidelines and performance metrics defined by the developing
partners. Furthermore, for some pre-existing software or hardware, this validation plan serves as a medium
to increase the Technology Readiness Level (TRL) of their products, either software or hardware.
The specific tests for the validation of the indicated acceptance criteria vary between each software
application and hardware devices. This is expected since each one of them is addressing different needs of
the project. Nonetheless, the proposed methods are reduced to simulated environments and experimental
laboratory testing, using either power hardware in the loop method or control hardware in the loop.
The scope and structure of this deliverable describes the validation plan for each one of the software
modules and hardware developed in the project. Each validation plan contains a technical specification of
the application, the validation methods to be used to evaluate the functionality and concludes with a test
protocol that specifies the required test setup to be used during the testing.
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1. Introduction
The main purpose of this document is to present a validation plan for all the functions and devices that are
developed within InteGrid’s Task 2.1 – Improvement of the grid management prototypes - and Task 2.2 –
Improvement of the grid user active participation prototypes. The objective of the validation plan is to
support the partners to minimize the risks involved in the deployment of their developments on the demo
sites, by assuring a correct functionality and operability. Furthermore, for some pre-existing software or
hardware, this verification is a medium to increase the Technology Readiness Level (TRL) of their products,
either software or hardware.
Moreover, this document also serves as a basis for the system design and development of the software and
hardware. Since it contains the required performance criteria, standards and best practices to follow, in
order to reach an industry complying product at the end of the project.
The validation plan is described for each one of the software modules and hardware developed in the work
package two of the InteGrid project. In principle, the scope covered is structured by the following
subsections:


Specification: Contains a brief description of the function/hardware, explaining its main
functionalities. This subsection also includes the performance metrics applicable, addressing
developer’s criteria, international standards and best practices. It concludes with an interfaces
section, which deals with the inputs and outputs (I/O) of the described development. The specified
I/O could be the conditions of the exchanged data, in case of software applications, but also physical
interconnections, when needed.



Validation methods: This section consists of a summary of previous tests that have been done to
the equipment/software under development. This information serves as a base to analyse which
additional tests are required to minimize risks, increase the Technology Readiness Level and
support the future decisions of the development team to improve and assure a successful
technology deployment on the demo sites. It concludes with a high-level testing approach that
defines the validation methods to be used. These could be simulations, unit tests, experimental
activities in laboratory, i.e., electrical testing, hardware-in-the-loop testing, etc.



Test protocol: The final section is a detailed explanation of the test protocol, which constitutes a
pass/fail criterion, test setup, test procedure and test program. The overall test protocol consists
of individual tests that normally have a pass/fail criterion. This subsection characterizes how the
results of the tests are evaluated. The test setup introduces the composition of the test bench or
environment which will be used for the evaluation. The test setup should expose the
function/hardware to the most realistic setting to assess its performance and functionality before
deployment. Finally, the test procedure presents how the tests are executed. This procedure varies
from function to function or from hardware to hardware, since the requirements and applications
are different. Lastly, the test procedure contains a high-level test program that indicates the
individual tests to be carried out, the required inputs and expected results of the evaluation.
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Structure of the document
The present deliverable is structured in four chapters:







Chapter 1: introduces this document, describing the main purpose and scope.
Chapter 2: contains the test plan for all the software modules developed in the work package two
of the InteGrid project. The chapter is then subdivided in sections that identify each one of the
functions, describing its technical specification, to later propose the validation methods to follow
and finalize with a test protocol.
Chapter 3: describes the test plan for the power converters developed by INESC. This test plan is
oriented to hardware testing following international standards. The chapter is subdivided in
specification of the test object, validation methods and test protocol.
Chapter 4: covers the test plan for the Home Energy Management System (HEMS).
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2. Software Modules
2.1 Forecasting Services
2.1.1. Specification
Description
The forecast module included in this project is a software application responsible to generate a forecast for
each of the following scenarios:




Net-load generation (low voltage – LV - and medium voltage – MV - network);
Renewable energy generation (LV and MV network);
Energy prices.

The software operates transforming and processing data (generating forecasts), using data extracted from
public available sources on the Internet and from multiple measurements sent by clients through a
Representational State Transfer (REST) Application Programming Interface (API) interface.

Main functions
The Forecast service module can be divided into three main functions:
1) Data collection
Information collected comes from a range of multiple sources and providers, for high redundancy. The
quality of the multiple forecasts issued in this Software is directly related and dependent of this
function. The role this function has in the Forecast service is to collect data from sources such as:
 Weather forecasts (historical and forecast);
 Electricity market prices (historical and current);
 Client input measurements (historical and daily electrical energy consumption/generation);
2) Application Programming Interface (API)
This function represents the interface for the communication between clients and the Forecast
software, in a web based communication system. The API role is to receive data measurements sent by
clients (POST requests) and execute a pre-validation. The API used in this project is REST.
3) Forecast process
The forecast function is responsible to issue a forecast for different time series. As mentioned in the
previous section, the data input requirements are:
 Net-load generation (MV and LV networks)
(1) Observed load measurements;
(2) Forecasts of exogenous meteorological information (irradiance, wind speed, etc.).
 Day-ahead and intraday electricity prices
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(1) For this type of forecast the system is automatically collecting an extensive amount of
historical observed values (market and system data) as well as multiple third-part forecasts.
Renewable energy
(1) Observed values of the renewable energy source (RES) power generation;
(2) Forecasts of exogenous meteorological information (irradiance, wind speed, etc.).

Performance metrics
This software module performs multiple and complex operations on large amounts of data and for this
reason it requires to be properly monitored for making sure performance metrics continues to meet the
project requirements. This metrics can also provide important feedback for improvements in the current
process. The following points describe the adopted strategy for the different use cases.
Performance execution data - Client Side
This metric gives detailed information from a client-side perspective. The following list contains some points
of interest for this metric:
 Response Time: attest the mean server response time for multiple POST requests.
 Throughput: the maximum rate of requests and receives a client can send and receive, in a specific
period of time.
 Availability and time required to collect energy data from multiple web sources;
 Availability and time required to download weather forecast files.
Performance execution data - Server Side
This metric gives detailed information from a Server-side perspective. The following list contains some
points of interest for this metric:





Peak volume test: attest the server response times and its peak volume by gradual increasing netload and renewable generation measurements requests from forecast service clients.
Stress test: multiple executions of different types of forecasts for an extended period.
Rate and time required to generate forecasts.
Rate and time required for NETCDF4 (weather files format) data extraction.

Interfaces
The following data sources are required to support net-load and renewable energy generation forecasting
models:




Load measurements:
o Historical data for electrical energy consumption;
o Hourly update of measurements.
Geolocation data: latitude and longitude coordinates of the client location;
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Weather data: hourly weather history at weather stations within and in the surrounds of the client
location.

Our load models rely largely on two types of data: weather forecasts and load/generation measurements.
To obtain those measurements we included a web based API using REST architecture. The REST API can be
used to perform REST web service operations such as querying or inserting records.
The input data required for the net-load and renewable energy generation forecast components is provided
by the communication between forecast clients and the REST Server. The services and functionalities
provided by the forecast module (which includes data visualization) are also provided by the REST Server,
whose role is to operate as the interface for the entire Forecast module, supporting multiple content types
and describing how to access functions and services.

2.1.2. Validation methods
Review of previous tests
N.A. – New development.

Assessment of additional tests
To ensure the performance and quality of the software results, it is important to define a large testing
coverage for the Forecast module, including the requirements in the section Performance metrics and the
following:
Data quality analysis
We consider this function relevant to check quality of the data sent by each client and identify possible
errors
or
missing
values
that
can
interfere
with
the
forecast
accuracy.
Data collected from web sources must also be subject to tests for missing or corrupted values.
Forecasts quality
The forecasts quality must be evaluated by forecast and observed values comparison.
Unit tests
Unit tests of individual methods to make sure they continue to return the expected result.
Functional Tests
Are intended to test the application ability to execute the functions detailed in section Main functions and
listed below:




InteGrid

Download and data extraction of weather files (NETCDF4);
Data collection from electricity market prices, load and generation values obtained from forecast
clients and other external sources;
Net-load forecast;
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Renewable energy generation forecast;
Energy prices forecast.

Non-Functional Tests
The software must be available and reliable through the time it was deployed to the current day. Here we
aim to test scalability, performance, reliability and usability.
Periodically, these tests run autonomously, with the information being stored in log files located in the
Forecast module system folder and in an analytics server engine.

High-level testing approach
The software must be able to receive, transform and process data - this is essentially what the Forecast
module does.
The information and actions resulted from data handling and transformation are stored in log files and in
an analytics server engine. The log files visualization can be done manually, with remote access to the
server, and it contains the following structure:
INFO; MainProcess;2017-10-17 17:01:21,177; Completed retrieving generation_wind_solar_day_ahead
data for country: Spain
WARNING; MainProcess;2017-11-17 11:00:38,456;A index error occurred in entsoe generation:
IndexError('index 2 is out of bounds for axis 0 with size 2',) for date: 2017-11-18 and country: Portugal
Figure 2-1 : Log file example.

Alternatively, the log visualization can be accessed from a Data Analytics software with real time access to
log files data. The software used to visualize and manipulate log files information is Kibana and it can
provide useful charts with real-time statistical information from the system.
Kibana, as a data analytics visualization tool, provides a high-level assurance that the system is working
properly and provides also valuable high-level input about performance metrics, forecasts generations and
data collection metrics. Visualization of tests (manually or automatically executed) are also reported in log
files and can be accessed in Kibana, providing a high-level readability of the system functional and nonfunctional tests performance as well.
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Figure 2-2 : Example of Kibana dashboard.

2.1.3. Test protocol
Pass/fail criteria
Unit tests executed on single components only pass when they satisfy the signatures, constraints, and
interfaces dictated by the requirements of each component. This includes positive tests, negative and stress
tests.
In the event of a test failing to meet any specification requirement, it will produce a failure notice, and a
defect/issue will be reported in the logging system for review.
Tests executed against the system functional (forecasts generation, data collection, etc.) and non-functional
(reliability, performance, usability) requirements follows the same principle of the Unit tests. If a test
exhibits a product failure to meet the objectives of any of the functional or non-functional requirements it
will produce a failure notice, and a defect/issue will be reported in the logging system for review.
The pass criterion for both scenarios is a successful notice with a report of that test being stored in the
logging system.
Finally, as mentioned in previous sections, the test logging reports are available in real-time through Kibana
visualization software, where it will be possible to perform data filter operations upon Pass and Fail tests.

Test setup
To execute the tests, the lab requires a copy of the software application under test. The hardware
component required is a modern client PC with access to the internet and python3.5 installed. All libraries
and corresponding versions are stored in a "requirements.txt" file in the root path of the project and can
be automatically installed by running the following command:

$ pip3 install –r requirements.txt
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The tests should be performed with the following hardware and software taken into consideration:





Operating System: Ubuntu 16.04 LTS
Processor: Intel® Core™ i7-2600 CPU @ 3.40GHz × 8
Memory: 15,6 GiB
HDD Model family: Hitachi Deskstar 7K1000.C
o Rotation Rate: 7200 rpm
IDE Software: Pycharm Professional 2017



Test procedure
Tests can manually be launched by executing a python script, with the results being presented in the
console and stored in log files. The tests performed in this scenario can also be executed using software
PyCharm Professional 2017 and running the test file with the PyCharm unit test module enabled.
Alternatively, the tests can be executed in the terminal from the project root folder by issuing the following
command:
$ python3 -m unittest discover
The Python unit test module contains its own test discovery function, which automatically detect the test
file to run.

Test program
All tests included in this Test Plan should take some time to finish (expect 30 minutes to 1 hour), depending
on the internet connection speed and the number of iterations performed. The Stress tests and some
functional tests that may require download of weather forecast files should take more time to finish
execution and, consequently, a slower progress may be expected in such tests.
The featured tests expected to run can be demonstrated and classified in the following manner:
Stress tests
Table 1: Test program forecasting services, stress tests.

#

Action

1

Process stream of 1000 clients w/ netload data

2

Process stream of 1000 clients w/
generation data

JSON data structure w/ client
generation data

Task finishes
transforming and
processing all data to
database

3

Process net-load forecast for 1000
clients

Client Net-load data

Task finishes execution
with all forecasts stored
in database

InteGrid

Input value
JavaScript Object Notation
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4

Process generation forecast for 1000
clients

Client generation data

Task finishes execution
with all forecasts stored
in database

5

Extract weather forecast data for a
stream of 1000 clients

Geo-coordinates object

Weather forecast
retrieved for the
selected geo-coordinate

Note: by default, the number of clients is set to 1000 but it can be modified directly in the test file to
simulate a growing demand.
Functional tests
Table 2 : Test program forecasting services, functional tests.

#

Action

Input value

Expected Results

6

Download current weather forecast
file

Current date

Weather file downloaded
and ready to be used.

7

Extract weather forecast data

Geo-coordinates object

Weather forecast retrieved
for the selected geocoordinate.

8

Extract weather forecast data w/
missing weather file(s)

Geo-coordinates text

Download the missing file(s)
and return the weather
forecast for the selected
geo-coordinate.

9

Collect countries energy market
prices and net-load/generation data
from external web sources

Current date

Values extracted and stored
in database.

10

Process net-load forecast

Client Net-load data

Net-load forecast executed.

11

Process generation forecast

Client generation data

Generation forecast.

12

Process future price market
forecasts

Energy data from
external web sources
stored in database

Market day price forecast
executed.

The Non-Functional tests run implicitly with the stress tests, as its outcome is calculated considering the
number of iterations and the total time required to finish the execution. This test outcome importance is
required to evaluate the system scalability and performance. Also, the reliability factor is implicitly included
in the stress tests.
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2.2 LV State Estimation
2.2.1. Specification
Description
This module provides a real-time snapshot of a low-voltage network comprising voltage magnitudes and
active power injections at each phase of every node of the network (as long as there is historical data or
real-time telemetry associated to that node’s phase). From a reduced number of devices with real-time
measuring capability, it reconstructs non-measured quantities with the exploitation of historical data
gathered by smart meters. Moreover, the state estimation results will express the conditional uncertainty
involved, in the form of a set of quantiles.
Error! Reference source not found. exemplifies and illustrates how the method explores recent and current
measurements collected by the subset of smart meters with real-time communication, together with
observations from the previous day and from all the meters installed in the LV network and at MV/LV
substation. Information about the most recent numerical weather predictions (NWP), like global horizontal
irradiance or ambient temperature, can be also integrated in the model. The same is valid for
measurements collected by a weather station.

Figure 2-3 : The voltage magnitude at instant t is estimated using the most similar occurrences of the variable in
the past.

Main functions
The module provides two main outputs that can be obtained simultaneously or independently:



Voltage magnitude at every phase of each node of the LV network.
Active power injection at every phase of each node of the LV network.

The API accepts the following modes of operation:
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1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Train LV State Estimator for voltages estimations (offline);
Train LV State Estimator for active powers estimation (offline);
Train LV State Estimator for voltages and active powers estimation (offline);
Run LV State Estimator for voltage estimations (online);
Run LV State Estimator for active power estimation (online);
Run LV State Estimator for voltage and active power estimation (online).

Performance metrics
The following metrics shall be considered when evaluating the performance of this state estimator:






Mean absolute voltage estimation error1 (all the periods and all the variables);
Mean absolute active power estimation error1 (all the periods and all the variables);
Maximum absolute voltage estimation deviation1 (all the periods and all the variables);
Maximum absolute active power estimation deviation1 (all the periods and all the variables);
Training execution time and online execution time.

Interfaces
The most recent measurements gathered by smart meters or other equipment (i.e., remote terminal units
installed in the secondary substation, weather stations, etc.) bereft of real-time communication capabilities
are retrieved from the Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) periodically (e.g. every 24 hours) and added
to the knowledge database of this process.
The existence of a new set of real-time measurements, provided by equipment with real-time
communications, triggers a state estimation process that will determine the most likely state of the system.
This data consists in real-time active power and voltage magnitude measurements collected by the smart
meters, but it may also include real-time measurements from weather stations (or sensors) and
measurements from remote terminal units.
Data exchange is provided in the standardized data format JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) in accordance
to International Electrotechnical Commission – Common Information Model (IEC – CIM) schema-based
classes.
The outputs of the state estimation module are sent to two distinct files:
State estimation results file


1

Online mode
o Timestamp of the period;
o Voltage magnitude and/or active power injection at each phase of every node of the LV
network discriminated by: real value (when simulating real-time estimation), estimated
value (deterministic estimation), absolute deviation (when simulating real-time
estimation), and probabilistic quantiles;

Estimation errors or deviations are calculated regarding the observed values.
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o
o
o
o
o

Mean absolute error and maximum average maximum deviation (when simulating realtime estimation);
Daily and weekly evolution of the mean absolute error (when simulating real-time
estimation);
For each period and node’s phase, evolution of hyper-parameters (when simulating realtime estimation);
For each node’s phase, quantile calibration and quantile sharpness (when simulating realtime estimation);
Execution time (total execution time when simulating real-time estimation).

State estimation configuration file



Training mode
o The hyper-parameters are updated.
Online mode
o The hyper-parameters are updated.

The module considers three inputs:






Historical database: a database containing all the measurements, both historical and real time,
must be available to feed the module. The attributes must be represented by an identifier that links
the measurement with the measuring device identifier and with the quantity being measured;
Configuration file (also output): a file containing the configuration of the algorithm must be
available or the default configuration will be applied (only in operation modes 4, 5 and 6 described
in section Main functions). The file contains the configuration manually introduced by the user but
the software also updates it every time new hyper-parameters are obtained;
Network file: a file with the measuring devices present in the network describing their unique
identifier, the phase and node where they are connected, the quantities measured and the realtime communication capability.

2.2.2. Validation methods
Review of previous tests
N.A. – New development.

Assessment of additional tests
The unitary tests described in the test program section will be used to demonstrate that the tool performs
as expected (i.e., comply with pass/fail criteria section).
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High-level testing approach
The LV State Estimator will be tested using a 33-node LV network simulating real operating conditions. The
data to build the historical database comes from real smart meters measuring load consumption or
renewable generation. The historical complete operating states of the network were obtained using an
unbalanced power flow tool. It is assumed that each feeder has a real-time metering device per phase. The
remaining data is provided by smart meters that communicate with the system every 24 hours.
For the simulation, the tool will run sequentially for a specified testing set. The results file will contain the
necessary statistical analysis information described in Performance metrics to assess its performance.

2.2.3. Test protocol
Pass/fail criteria
Input data and configuration of the algorithm
The LV State Estimator tool performs a pre-analysis to the data and configuration of the algorithm. The
output will be considered unsatisfactory (fail test) if:
1. An historical dataset containing less than 30 days does not generate an error message or does not
stop the state estimation;
2. The size of the training set (user defined) is greater than the historical dataset discounted of 7 days
(e.g., considering the minimum size of the historical dataset of 30 days, the training cannot be
greater than 23 days) and an error message it is not generated or the application is not stopped;
3. There is not one real-time measuring device per phase and it is not generated an error message or
the application is not stopped.
Estimation results2
Analysing the results of the estimation, a test will be considered unsatisfactory (fail test) if:
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

The mean absolute estimation error for voltage results is greater than 2 V;
The maximum absolute estimation deviation for voltage results is greater than 20 V;
The mean absolute estimation error for active power results is greater than 200 W;
The maximum absolute estimation deviation for active power results is greater than 1000 W;
The training execution time is greater than 3600 s/100 instants of the simulation;
The online execution time is greater than 2 s/instants of the simulation.

Other criteria
Any behaviour not compliant with the description of the LV State Estimation tool must invalidate the test.
2

Estimation errors and deviations are calculated considering the results of a simulated unbalanced power flow as
observed values.
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Test setup
The test of the LV State Estimation tool will be performed using a LV network with 33 nodes (three-phase
nodes). The LV network operation state will be estimated using data of the real-time measurements
available from smart meters and other equipment installed in LV network. The reconstruction of the
operating system states present in the historical data and the simulation of real-time operation will be
obtained with the execution of unbalanced power flows.
The following non-functional requirements are assumed during the simulations.
Availability of Historical Data




Historical measurements of:
o Voltage magnitude in each LV node;
o Active power in each LV node;
o Voltage magnitude in the MV/LV substation;
o Active power in the MV/LV substation.
The percentage of missing values should be below 20% for each measurement device/source allowed outage: 1 day per month.

Availability of Real-Time Data




The state estimation tool needs close real-time data of a subset of smart meters (i.e., from 15
minutes to 60 minutes maximum] of the following variables:
o Voltage magnitude in each LV node;
o Active power in each LV node;
o Voltage magnitude in the MV/LV substation [important];
o Active power in the MV/LV substation [important].
There must be at least one real-time measuring device per phase and LV feeder.

Other Requirements



Active power and voltage measurements should be synchronized, i.e., within the same pre-defined
time step (e.g. 15 minutes)
Smart meter and remote terminal unit data should be provided in a standardized data format.

The tests will be performed with the following hardware and software:





Operating System: Windows 10 Pro
Processor: Intel® Core™ i7-2600 CPU @ 3.40GHz × 8
Memory: 15,9 GB
IDE Software: Microsoft Visual Studio Enterprise 2017

Test procedure
The tests in this document emulate the following real operation steps:
1. Data from smart meters and other IED is collected and stored in a historical database;
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2. The LV State Estimator runs in offline mode to train and optimize internal parameters;
3. The existence of new set of real-time measurements triggers a new real-time state estimation. The
voltage magnitude and/or injected active power for each phase of a node is estimated with
historical data or real-time measurements.
It will be considered an historical file with data of at least 6 months with a maximum temporal resolution
of 60 minutes. The dataset will be separated in training, validation and test periods.
The program will simulate the real-time operation during the test period, saving the results for each one of
these periods. The test is executed sequentially for all the instants of the test set. The statistical analysis
needed for the performance metrics is automatically obtained.

Test program
Table 3: Test program LV State Estimation.

#
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

3

Actions
Call API on mode 13 over
historical data with less than 30
days.
Call API on mode 23over
historical data with less than 30
days.
Call API on mode 33 over
historical data with less than 30
days.
Call API on mode 13 over
historical data with more than
30 days and train size,
considering pass/fail criterion
no. 2 of the input data.
Call API on mode 23 over
historical data with more than
30 days, considering pass/fail
criterion no. 2 of the input data.
Call API on mode 33 over
historical data with more than
30 days, considering pass/fail
criterion no. 2 of the input data.
Call API on mode 13 without
having previously trained the
algorithm.

Inputs

Expected Results

Historical database
Network file

Application exits returning an
error message.

Historical database
Network file

Application exits returning an
error message.

Historical database
Network file

Application exits returning an
error message.

Historical database
Network file

Application returns a success
message. It is
generated/updated a
configuration file.

Historical database
Network file

Historical database
Network file
Historical database
Configuration file (empty
or inexistent)
Network file

Application returns a success
message. It is
generated/updated a
configuration file.
Application returns a success
message. It is
generated/updated a
configuration file.
Application exits returning an
error message.

Mode described in the Main functions of this application.
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#

Actions

Inputs

8

Call API on mode 23 without
having previously trained the
algorithm.

9

Call API on mode 33 without
having previously trained the
algorithm.

Historical database
Configuration file (empty
or inexistent)
Network file
Historical database
Configuration file (empty
or inexistent)
Network file

10

Call API on mode 4 without
having previously trained the
algorithm.

Historical database
Configuration file (empty
or inexistent)
Network file

11

Call API on mode 53 without
having previously trained the
algorithm.

Historical database
Configuration file (empty
or inexistent)
Network file

12

Call API on mode 63 without
having previously trained the
algorithm.

Historical database
Configuration file (empty
or inexistent)
Network file

13

Call API on mode 43 having
previously trained the algorithm
with success.

Historical database
Configuration file
Network file

14

Call API on mode 53 having
previously trained the algorithm
with success.

Historical database
Configuration file
Network file

15

Call API on mode 63 having
previously trained the algorithm
with success.

Historical database
Configuration file
Network file

16

Analyse results file of #10

Results file

17

Analyse results file of #11

Results file

3
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Expected Results
Application exits returning an
error message.

Application exits returning an
error message.
Application returns a warning
message. It is generated a
results file. It is
generated/updated a
configuration file.
Application returns a warning
message. It is generated a
results file. It is
generated/updated a
configuration file.
Application returns a warning
message. It is generated a
results file. It is
generated/updated a
configuration file.
Application returns a success
message. It is generated a
results file. It is
generated/updated a
configuration file.
Application returns a success
message. It is generated a
results file. It is
generated/updated a
configuration file.
Application returns a success
message. It is generated a
results file. It is
generated/updated a
configuration file.
Results comply with the pass
criteria no.4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9.
Results comply with the pass
criteria no.4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9.
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#

Actions

Inputs

Expected Results

18

Analyse results file of #12

Results file

Results comply with the pass
criteria no.4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9.

Historical database
Configuration file
Network file

Application exits returning an
error message.

Historical database
Configuration file
Network file

Application exits returning an
error message.

Historical database
Configuration file
Network file

Application exits returning an
error message.

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

InteGrid

Call API on mode 43 having
previously trained the algorithm
with success, without real-time
measuring devices.
Call API on mode 53 having
previously trained the algorithm
with success, without real-time
measuring devices.
Call API on mode 63 having
previously trained the algorithm
with success, without real-time
measuring devices.
Call API on mode 43 having
previously trained the algorithm
with success, without providing
the network file.
Call API on mode 53 having
previously trained the algorithm
with success, without providing
the network file.
Call API on mode 63 having
previously trained the algorithm
with success, without providing
the network file.
Call API on mode 43 having
previously trained the algorithm
with success, without a realtime measuring device in one of
the phases.
Call API on mode 53 having
previously trained the algorithm
with success, without a realtime measuring device in one of
the phases.
Call API on mode 63 having
previously trained the algorithm
with success, without a realtime measuring device in one of
the phases.

Historical database
Configuration file
Network file (empty or
inexistent)
Historical database
Configuration file
Network file (empty or
inexistent)
Historical database
Configuration file
Network file (empty or
inexistent)

Application exits returning an
error message.

Application exits returning an
error message.

Application exits returning an
error message.

Historical database
Configuration file
Network file

Application exits returning an
error message.

Historical database
Configuration file
Network file

Application exits returning an
error message.

Historical database
Configuration file
Network file

Application exits returning an
error message.
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2.3 MV Load Allocation
2.3.1. Specification
Description
The MV Load Allocation module is intended to provide an estimation of the contribution (active and reactive
power injections) of each secondary substation of the MV grid to the power flows in the network. The
application runs for two different timeframes:




A number of hours ahead in a predictive purpose to support the operational planning and
management of flexibilities. The forecasts generated in different time instants are combined to
construct future operating scenarios, e.g. the forecasts for the HV/MV feeders generated with
SCADA high-resolution time series data and the forecasts for the MV/LV substations generated
with data updated every day or week. As time advances, and information that is more accurate
is available, the scenarios within the predictive window are updated;
Close to real time to support the monitoring and control of the network during real-time operation.
Information collected in different time instants is combined to estimate the network operating
conditions close to real-time, e.g. SCADA measurements (HV/MV feeders, DERs) collected with
very high refresh rate, active and reactive power in secondary substations collected with 1-day
to 1-week delay, and forecasts generated in previous hours. Moreover, the uncertainty from
having incomplete information close to real time is considered, therefore, probabilistic alarms
(e.g., overvoltage in node MT683 with probability 95%) for technical constraints violation can
be issued.

Figure 2-4 : Different timeframes of estimation provided by the MVLA.

In Error! Reference source not found.Figure 2-4 Figure 2-4 to feed a tool for smart operational planning
and flexibility management – the Multi-Period Optimal Power Flow (M-OPF).

Main functions
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The module provides the following outputs:




Predictive mode:
o Deterministic active and reactive powers injected by each load and DER for the next h
periods;
o Deterministic voltage phasors for the h periods.
Real-time mode:
o Probabilistic active and reactive powers injected by each load and DER for the current
operation instant;
o Probabilistic voltage phasors for the current operation instant.

The API accepts the following operation modes:
1) Run MV Load Allocator in predictive mode (size of the predictive horizon must be specified);
2) Run MV Load Allocator in real-time mode.

Performance metrics
The following metrics shall be considered when evaluating the performance 4 of this load allocator:




Mean absolute error between estimated and real values (all the periods and all the variables);
Maximum absolute deviation between estimated and real values (all the periods and all the
variables);
Total execution time.

Interfaces
Output data is provided in the standardized data format JSON in accordance to IEC’s CIM schema-based
classes.
Load allocation results file




4

Predictive mode:
o Timestamps;
o Deterministic active and reactive powers injected by each load and DER for the next h
periods;
o Deterministic voltage phasors for the h periods;
o Mean absolute error and maximum average deviation, for the measurements that were
used as roots.
o Execution time.
Real-time mode:
o Timestamp;
o Active and reactive powers injected by each load and DER for the current operation instant,
discriminated by real value, estimated value (deterministic estimation), absolute deviation
(when simulating real-time estimation), and probabilistic quantiles;

Estimation errors and deviations are calculated regarding observed values.
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o

o
o
o

Voltage phasors for the current operation instant discriminated by real value, estimated
value (deterministic estimation), absolute deviation (when simulating real-time
estimation), and probabilistic quantiles.
Mean absolute error and maximum average deviation for the measurements that were
used as roots (when simulating real-time estimation);
For each node’s phase, quantile calibration and quantile sharpness (when simulating realtime operation);
Execution time (total execution time when simulating real-time operation).

The module uses three inputs:





Historical database: a database containing all the measurements, both historical and real time,
must be available to feed the module. The attributes must be represented by an identifier that links
the measurement with the measuring device identifier and with the quantity being measured;
Configuration file: a file containing the configuration of the algorithm must be available or the
default configuration will be applied;
Network file: a file detailing all the elements present in the network (topological and electrical
characterization of equipment) must be available:
a. IEC CIM standard UML for electricity;
b. GIS/Gredos software network format (Elektro-Ljubjlana);
c. DPlan network format (EDP);
d. INESC TEC internal network format.

2.3.2. Validation methods
Review of previous tests
The tool developed in InteGrid has foundations on a load allocator with a number of years of industrial
application. Therefore, exhaustive testing over the years has been applied to the software, so, it responds
properly to the needs of different transmission and distribution operators.

Assessment of additional tests
The main innovation in the tool developed within InteGrid comes from the possibility of determining future
snapshots of the state of the network in a predictive fashion. Forecasts assume a key role in the process
and the tests described in this document focus on the integration of this new source of information, which
are sufficient to guarantee the expected behaviour of the MV Load Allocator.

High level testing approach
The test of the MV Load Allocation tool will be performed using a MV network with 56 nodes comprising 4
primary substations and 52 secondary substations, simulating real operating conditions. The data to build
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the historical database comes from real RTU data. The historical complete operating states of the network
were obtained using a power flow tool.
For the simulation, the tool will run sequentially for a specified testing set. The results file will contain the
necessary statistical analysis information to assess its performance.

2.3.3. Test protocol
Pass/fail criteria
Input data
From the input data, the tests to the MV Load Allocator will be considered invalid (fail test) if:
1. The primary substation is bereft of real-time measuring devices and an error message is not
generated or the application is not stopped;
2. A minimum information for every secondary substation does not exist and an error message is not
generated or the application is not stopped. To guarantee the network observability, it is necessary,
at least, the transformer installed capacity and/or the peak load.
Allocation results5
Analysing the results of the MV Load Allocator, a test will be considered unsatisfactory (fail test) if:
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

The mean absolute percentage error for active power flows results are greater than 5 %;
The maximum absolute percentage deviation for active power flows results are greater than 10 %;
The mean absolute percentage error for reactive power flows results are greater than 5 %;
The maximum absolute percentage deviation for reactive power flows are greater than 20 %;
The mean absolute percentage error for voltage results is greater than 5 %;
The maximum absolute percentage deviation for voltage results is greater than 10 %;
The execution time is greater than 5 s/instants of the simulation.

Note: Only measurements that were initially available for being allocated (roots) can be considered to
evaluate the performance of this tool.

Other criteria
Any behaviour not compliant with the description of the MV Load Allocator tool must invalidate the test.

Test setup
The test of the MV Load Allocation tool will be performed using a MV network with 56 nodes with 4 primary
substations and 52 secondary substations (loads). Each network operation state will be considered based
5

Estimation errors and deviations are calculated considering the results of a simulated unbalanced power flow as
observed values.
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on a scenario of load values measured, forecasted and values for the measurements located in the feeders.
The multiple network states will be obtained after running a Power Flow tool.
The following non-functional requirements will be considered for the simulation.
Network Information


The topology of the network must be available along with the electrical characterization of all the
lines and transformers.

Availability of Historical Data




Historical measurements of:
o Active power at the primary substation;
o Reactive power at the primary substation;
o Active power at the secondary substation or DER;
o Reactive power at the secondary substation or DER.
The percentage of missing values should be below 20% for each measurement device/source allowed outage: 1 day per month.

Availability of Real-Time Data



The real-time operation mode requires real-time acquisition at the primary substation of the active
and reactive power flow measurements;
Real-time active and reactive power flow measurements in other points of the network will be used
to improve the outputs by the creation of smaller allocation trees.

Other Requirements




Active and reactive power measurements should be synchronized, i.e., average active power and
average reactive power or instantaneous active power and instantaneous reactive power are within
the same discretised time step (e.g. 15 minutes);
Remote terminal unit data (RTU) should be provided in a standardized data format.

The tests will be performed with the following hardware and software:





Operating System: Windows 10 Pro;
Processor: Intel® Core™ i7-2600 CPU @ 3.40GHz × 8;
Memory: 15,9 GB;
IDE Software: Microsoft Visual Studio Enterprise 2017.

Test procedure
The tests in this document emulate the following real operation steps:
1. The topology and the electrical characteristics of the grid’s elements, statistical data of each load
and DER of the network, real-time measurements from the SCADA/DMS and forecasts are retrieved
from the respective databases;
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2. The load allocation is executed accordingly to the selected mode of operation.
The values used as input for the loads will be assumed constant for all different performed tests. However,
the status of the values will be changed between measured, forecasted and unknown. Different scenarios
of load measurements will be considered:






load_1 where all the loads have the unknown status where neither measurements nor forecasts
are provided;
load_2 where all the loads have the forecasted status;
load_3 where half of the loads have the forecasted status and the other half of the loads have the
unknown status;
load_4 where half of the loads have the forecasted status and the other half of the loads have the
measured status;
load_5 where one-third of the loads have the forecasted status, other one-third of the loads have
the unknown status and the other one-third of the loads have the measured status.

All the tests defined will be executed on two different scenarios of topologies of the network that are
defined as:



topology_1 where the network is radial;
topology_2 where closed loops will be considered.

Test program
Table 4: Test program MV Load Allocation.

#

Actions

1

Call API in the network with
load_1 and topology_1
scenario
Analyse results file

2

3

Call API in the network with
load_1 and topology_1
scenario

Inputs

Expected Results

No measurements
on the feeders
Configuration file
Network file
Results file
Measurements on
the feeders
Configuration file
Network file

Application returns a warning message.
A power flow results file is generated.
All the loads have the default value.
Application returns a success message.
A power flow results file is generated.

Analyse results file

Results file

All the loads are adjusted to the
measurements on the upstream feeder,
proportionally to the default values.
Results comply with all the pass criteria
defined in the previous sections.

Call API in the network with
load_2 and topology_1
scenario

Measurements on
the feeders
Configuration file
Network file

Application returns a success message. A
power flow results file is generated.
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4

5

6

Analyse results file

Results file

All the loads (forecasted values) in secondary
substation (i.e. MV/LV) are adjusted to the
measurements on the upstream feeder
(HV/MV substation), proportionally to the
forecasted values.
Results comply with all the pass criteria
defined in the previous sections.

Call API in the network with
load_3 and topology_1
scenario

Measurements on
the feeders
Configuration file
Network file

Application returns a success message. A
power flow results file is generated.

Analyse results file

Results file

Only the loads with unknown status are
adjusted to the measurements on the
upstream feeder and in proportion to the
default values. The other loads will have
forecasted values.
Results comply with all the pass criteria
defined in the previous sections.

Call API in the network with
load_4 and topology_1
scenario

Measurements on
the feeders
Configuration file
Network file

Application returns a success message. A
power flow results file is generated.

Analyse results file

Results file

Only the loads with forecasted status are
adjusted to the measurements on upstream
feeder and in proportion to the forecasted
values. The other loads will have measured
values.
Results comply with all the pass criteria
defined in the previous sections.

Call API in the network with
load_5 and topology_1
scenario

Measurements on
the feeders
Configuration file
Network file

Application returns a success message. A
power flow results file is generated.

Results file

Only the loads with unknown status are
adjusted to the measurements on the
upstream feeder and in proportion to the
default values. The other loads will have
forecasted and measured values.
Results comply with all the pass criteria
defined in the previous sections.

Analyse results file

7
8

Repeat test 1 with
topology_2
Repeat test 2 with
topology_2

InteGrid

The same results of test 1.
The same kind of results of test 2, but the
pass criteria must be applied to the sum of
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9

Repeat test 3 with
topology_2

10

Repeat test 4 with
topology_2

11

Repeat test 5 with
topology_2

12

Repeat test 6 with
topology_2

the measurements that feed the closed loop
area.
The same kind of results of test 3, but the
pass criteria must be applied to the sum of
the measurements that feed the closed loop
area.
The same kind of results of test 4, but the
pass criteria must be applied to the sum of
the measurements that feed the closed loop
area.
The same kind of results of test 5, but the
pass criteria must be applied to the sum of
the measurements that feed the closed loop
area.
The same kind of results of test 6, but the
pass criteria must be applied to the sum of
the measurements that feed the closed loop
area.

2.4 MV Multi-Period Optimal Power Flow
2.4.1. Specification
Description
The Multi-Period Optimal Power Flow (M-OPF) module is a smart grid function for MV network operational
planning and flexibility management. The M-OPF function considers various types of control variables,
working over DSO assets (such as on load tap changer (OLTC), capacitor banks and storage systems) and
external flexibility resources (such as industrial/commercial consumers and RES). It aims to provide
operational optimization while keeping the grid power flows and voltage magnitudes within admissible
ranges. These targets are achieved by identifying and reserving flexibility-based actions to meet the grid
technical constraints management.
The function main inputs consist of a set of operating scenarios that are generated for a given time frame,
considering a combination of measurements and load and generation forecast. These scenarios are
obtained from the “MV Load Allocation” function.
The Multi-period OPF calculation function generates a set of preventive control actions for the n-hours
ahead network operation (offline execution). The need for considering the partial or full deployment of
such control actions depend on a close to real time assessment on the networks’ technical constraints
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(online execution). This function also connects to the “Avoid technical problems in LV networks” function,
for which it can communicate voltage magnitude references.

Main functions
The Multi-period OPF module provides two types of outputs:


Overall results (summary information for the module execution):
o Total operational cost for the considered time frame, which is composed by the individual cost
of the activate flexibility resources (e.g. resulting from a flexibility trading mechanism, cost of
changing the tap position of an on-load tap changer transformer or capacitor bank) and active
power losses costs. This price information is an input of the function and is provided together
with the other input data (e.g., current network status, forecasted loads/generation);
o Optimal open/close states for switching devices obtained through network reconfiguration. The
period(s) where the state-changing actions must happen is/are also specified. This means that
more than one optimized topology may exist.



Results for each optimization period within the specified operational time-frame:
o The voltage magnitude and phase angles at every network node, representing the optimized
network operating point;
o Active and reactive power flows for both terminals at every network branch;
o Network total active and reactive power losses;
o Set-points for decision variables:
- Active and reactive power set-points for conventional/renewable generation units, storage
devices and flexible loads;
- Tap positions for OLTCs, active steps for capacitor banks and control set-point for Flexible AC
Transmission Systems (FACTS) devices.

The Multi-period OPF API accepts the following modes of operation:
1) Single-period
It can be interpreted as a special case of the multi-period mode, for which the inter-temporal
constraints are not included in the mathematical formulation of the optimization problem. In
other words, this means solving an optimal power flow problem for each time interval (network
snapshot) individually.
2) Multi-period
o for aggregating optimal flexibility set-points to form reserve offers for later deployment
(offline);
o for defining updated flexibility set-points to keep the network technical constraints
within admissible limits (online).

Performance metrics
The following metrics are considered for evaluating the Multi-period OPF function performance:
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Reduced overall operational cost;
Total execution time;
Total active power losses improvement;
Total active power losses cost reduction;
Improvement (increase) on operational distance to limits, for the distribution network. This
includes branch power flows, voltage magnitudes and TSO-DSO interface nodes active and
reactive power interchange (capability for solving potential contingencies).

Interfaces
The Multi-period OPF function provides input and output interfaces that assume the form of software
objects/structures, which are conditioned by the user (Distribution System Operator).
In terms of input interfaces, the API considers the following:


Execution parameters (user specified):
o Number of periods to consider (> 1, with a time resolution of one hour);
o OPF algorithm stopping criteria (per unit tolerance on active and reactive power mismatch);
o Types of allowed flexibility resources (OLTCs, capacitor banks, etc.);
o Global minimum and maximum limits for voltage magnitudes;
o Global branch power flow overload (percent of branch rated power);
o Network snapshot format:
 IEC CIM standard UML16 for electricity;
 GIS/Gredos software network format (Elektro-Ljubjlana);
 DPlan network format (EDP);
 INESC TEC internal network format.



Interfaces for constructing the network case (used defined):
o Array structures for setting the active and reactive power profiles for each period, for
generation units and loads;
o Array structures for setting the allowed flexibility ranges for each flexibility resource within
each period;
o Array structures for setting individual parameters for each network equipment, for each
period;
o Array structures for setting the network technical constraints limits for each period.

In terms of output interfaces, the API provides the following interfaces:



Formatted text files containing the execution results;
Software structures which are externally accessible for displaying the execution results or feeding
the obtained results as input data to other functions.

2.4.2. Validation methods
Review of previous tests
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The Multi-period OPF module is an industrial tool that departs from an existing single-period OPF researchgrade function, developed for a previous INESC TEC R&D project and intensively tested as part of a
multinational demonstration. The conducted tests were based on real world networks with varying
dimensions, so the OPF module attends to the requirements of different transmission and distribution
system operators.

Assessment of additional tests
Further test scenarios should be revised according to test-fields requirements and available resources. The
upcoming tests will aim for the validation of Multi-Period OPF function performance by direct comparison
of optimization results with baseline cases, which are based on the default control rules and normal
operational states used by the Distribution System Operator (DSO) for the relevant network equipment
(such as OLTCs and Capacitor Banks default programming).

High level testing approach
As a first approach to the Multi-Period OPF function validation methodology, there will be an adaptation of
previously existing tests used by INESC TEC in previous European R&D projects. These networks were used
for performance assessment of both the development and field-testing phases of previous research-grade
functions. They refer to two MV distribution networks that exist in distinct geographical regions of Portugal.
Performance assessment tests using EDP Distribution MV networks
EDP Distribution provided the available snapshots under the DPLAN format for network data exchange.
They represent real-world MV distribution networks, which were selected for testing because they make
for an appropriate diversity of operational scenarios. The available flexibility resources also allow covering
most of the different types of control variables supported by the Multi-Period OPF function.
For the M-OPF module simulation, the tool will run sequentially for a specified testing set. The results files
will contain the necessary information to assess its performance.

2.4.3. Test protocol
Pass/Fail criteria
Each test applied to the Multi-Period OPF API will be considered as successful (passed) if the performance
metrics can achieve at least one of the following targets:
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1. There is a reduction on the network overall operational cost, which is given by the sum of active
losses cost plus flexibility use cost (i.e. changing the tap position of an on-load tap changer
transformer, capacitor bank, active power modulation from distributed energy resources);
2. There is an improvement (reduction) on the network total active power losses;
3. There is a reduction on the network total active power losses cost;
4. There is an improvement (increase) on operational distance to limits for the distribution network
branch flows/voltage magnitudes and TSO-DSO interface nodes power interchange, for operational
scenarios that would result in contingencies (such as branch overload, under-voltages or overvoltages).

Test setup
The M-OPF module tests will be performed using two MV networks with real world characteristics Table 5
provides an overview of the networks main characteristics:
Table 5 - Main characteristics of the tested Portuguese distribution networks.

Dimensions
(number of)

Southern
site

North-eastern
site

Nodes
Loads
DRES
Capacitor Banks
OLTCs

708
160
1
16
18

3001
769
20
10
14

The considered network operating point for both networks is based on typical load and generation profiles.
The state of switching devices is set to the normal network operational topology. OLTCs and capacitor banks
operating set-points are also defined to their default operational programming. All this information derives
from the data provided by the Portuguese DSO (EDP Distribution).
The following non-functional requirements are considered for carrying out the M-OPF tool simulations.
Operating Scenarios Data (network snapshots)


Combination of measurements and forecast data that defines the active and reactive power
injection for RES and the net-injection for all the HV/MV and MW/LV substations nodes, for a given
time frame.

Information for Equipment Characterization and Grid Constraints



Grid topology:
o Switching devices closed/opened status (circuit breakers, switches and others).
Equipment characterization:
o Lines and transformers parameters (impedance, magnetizing losses, others);
o OLTCs tap changing positions;
o Capacitor banks switching stages.
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Constraints:
o Voltage magnitude references at the primary substations’ nodes (at the TSO/DSO
boundary) and for the HV and MV client’s connection points;
o Admissible voltage magnitude limits for all the network nodes;
o Lines and transformers power ratings.

Information on Flexibility Resources


Available flexibility for each identifiable flexible resource (internal or external) for a given period of
time. The exchanged information includes:
o Degree of control over flexible equipment (examples: total available wind power
curtailment, total power allowed for load shedding actions);
o Costs associated with the mobilization of flexible resources;
o Contractual and regulatory limitations of the available flexibilities.

Test procedure
The Multi-period OPF module test procedure emulates the following real operation steps:
1. Retrieve the n-hours ahead MV network operational scenarios obtained from the MV Load
Allocation function or from static previously defined operating scenarios. These scenarios include
information on network topology, equipment parameters, load and generation forecasting and
technical constraints;
2. Retrieve available flexibilities for each operating scenario period: available flexible resource types
and usable flexibility ranges;
3. Aggregate the information for constructing the Multi-Period optimization network case;
4. Run a Power Flow algorithm for each period for defining baseline cases with the initial results
(without optimization);
5. Run optimal network reconfiguration algorithm;
6. Run Multi-Period OPF according to the selected operation mode.
7. Results are assessed per the specified pass/fail criteria (through comparison with the baseline
cases).
The testing scenarios for the selected real world networks (Portuguese North-eastern and Southern sites)
are separated in two sets:
a) Tests on passing criteria related with the improvement on overall operational cost, total active
losses (passing criteria 1 to 3 from Pass/Fail criteria). These tests will be subdivided according to
the allowed control variables:
o Case A1 – only voltage references and dispatchable generation units;
o Case A2 – Case A1 plus OLTCs and capacitor banks;
o Case A3 – Case A1 plus storage devices, renewable generation and flexible loads;
o Case A4 – Composition of all the previous cases.
b) Test on passing criteria related with solving network technical constraints (passing criteria 4 from
Pass/Fail criteria). These tests are subdivided according to the type of contingency:
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o
o

Case B1 – possible voltage collapse at the end of a distribution network feeder due to a
high load profile;
Case B2 – possible branch overload in a distribution network feeder due to a high load
profile.

Test program
Table 6: Test program MV Multi-Period Optimal Power Flow.

#

1

2

3

4

Actions

Inputs

Call API in the multiperiod mode with Case Southern site
A1 configuration

The API returns SUCCESS.

Analyse results file

The results file shows that at least
one item of criteria 1 to 3 was
achieved from Pass/Fail criteria.

Results file

Call API in the multiperiod mode with Case Southern site
A2 configuration

The API returns SUCCESS.

Analyse results file

The results file shows that at least
one item of criteria 1 to 3 was
achieved from Pass/Fail criteria.

Results file

Call API in the multiperiod mode with Case Southern site
A3 configuration

The API returns SUCCESS.

Analyse results file

The results file shows that at least
one item of criteria 1 to 3 was
achieved from Pass/Fail criteria.

Results file

Call API in the multiperiod mode with Case Southern site
A4 configuration

The API returns SUCCESS.

Analyse results file

The results file shows that at least
one item of criteria 1 to 3 was
achieved from Pass/Fail criteria.

Results file

Call API in the multiperiod mode with Case Southern site
B1 configuration

The API returns SUCCESS.

Analyse results file

The results file shows that voltage
collapse was avoided (criterion 4
from Pass/Fail criteria), through the
partial/full mobilization of the
available flexibility resources.

5
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Call API in the multiperiod mode with Case Southern site
B2 configuration

The API returns SUCCESS.

Analyse results file

The results file shows that branch
overload was avoided (criterion 4
from Pass/Fail criteria), through the
partial/full mobilization of the
available flexibility resources.

6

7

8

9

10

Results file

Call API in the multiperiod mode with Case North-eastern site
A1 configuration

The API returns SUCCESS.

Analyse results file

The results file shows that at least
one item of criteria 1 to 3 was
achieved from Pass/Fail criteria.

Results file

Call API in the multiperiod mode with Case North-eastern site
A2 configuration

The API returns SUCCESS.

Analyse results file

The results file shows that at least
one item of criteria 1 to 3 was
achieved from Pass/Fail criteria.

Results file

Call API in the multiperiod mode with Case North-eastern site
A3 configuration

The API returns SUCCESS.

Analyse results file

The results file shows that at least
one item of criteria 1 to 3 was
achieved from Pass/Fail criteria.

Results file

Call API in the multiperiod mode with Case North-eastern site
A4 configuration

The API returns SUCCESS.

Analyse results file

The results file shows that at least
one item of criteria 1 to 3 was
achieved from Pass/Fail criteria.

Results file

Call API in the multiperiod mode with Case North-eastern site
B1 configuration

The API returns SUCCESS.

Analyse results file

The results file shows that voltage
collapse was avoided (criterion 4
from Pass/Fail criteria), through the
partial/full mobilization of the
available flexibility resources.

11

12
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Analyse results file

Results file

The results file shows that branch
overload was avoided (criterion 4
from Pass/Fail criteria), through the
partial/full mobilization of the
available flexibility resources.

2.5 Avoid technical problems in LV networks
2.5.1. Specification
Description
This function aims at controlling the voltage level in the Low Voltage (LV) network, including the secondary
substation. The methodology of control considers two different, but complementary, approaches. The most
relevant feature of the proposed approach is the preventive control mode. It aims at defining a set-point
plan of operation, for the controllable resources in the LV network, to manage the voltage profiles in the
time horizon ahead. The time horizon is defined as n-hours-ahead (e.g., 6 hours-ahead) and this preventive
control is run periodically (e.g., every hour), meaning that in every time step there is (if necessary) an
updated set-point plan for following period.
The other complementary approach is the real-time control. In this mode, the network conditions are
updated in close to real-time (e.g., every 15 minutes) using the LV State Estimation function that provides
accurate data on the network voltage profiles. The control module analyses the data to check if conditions
are significantly different from those analysed in the preventive mode and in case there is a need to update
the set-point plan, the control is triggered again.

Main functions
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Figure 2-5 – Avoid technical problems in LV networks, inputs and outputs.

1) Preventive LV control
Inputs











Renewable generation forecasting system for LV and MV networks
The forecasting system provides updated information regarding renewable generation (PV) active
power per node of the LV network. The forecasts are updated with determined frequency (e.g., one
hour) and provides data for the next hours ahead (e.g., 6 hours).
Load forecasting system for LV and MV networks
The load forecasting system provides active power forecasts regarding demand for each node of
the LV network, with the same frequency and time horizon.
MV voltage requirements
Due to MV operation objectives and constraints, requirements regarding the voltage level to be
maintained at the secondary substation may be set for each hour of the day, which comprehend a
voltage band to be respected during periods of the day (e.g., voltage between 0.96-1.03 p.u.
between 17:00 and 19:00).
Network resources available operation flexibility (Grid and Market Hub)
This information is related to the available controllable resources operation flexibility that may be
used, which include energy storage devices and the LV consumers through their Home Energy
Management Systems (HEMS). For the latter, the Grid and Market Hub will provide updated
information regarding the available flexibility for the next hours (e.g., 6 hours with one-hour
frequency updates).
Network and Asset characteristics
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This information comprehends the technical characteristics of the network and all the resources
and assets it contains, namely network topology (GPS coordinates, identification and connection
sequence of each node, connection phase of each resource), cables/lines (length, resistance,
reactance and maximum admissible current) and asset characteristics (type: energy storage, OLTC,
HEMS, FACTS, connection phase, nominal power, operation conditions: state of charge, mode).
Methodology

The preventive control of the flexibilities available in the LV grid aims at determining a plan of set-points
for the available flexibilities in a rolling window of n-hours ahead based on forecasting data. The set-points
plan aims at mitigating foreseen violations that may occur during network operation by evaluating the
operating conditions in a preventive way. In the following description, each step of this approach is detailed
according to the diagram presented in Figure 2-6.
1.1

Retrieve MV flexibility requirements

In this step, the information retrieved comprises the requirements regarding the voltage profile to be
maintained at the secondary substation for each time instant of the time horizon considered.
1.2

Retrieve generation and demand forecasts

This data comprehends generation and demand active power forecasts for each node of the LV network for
a defined time period ahead, which is updated periodically.
1.3

Retrieve flexibility offers

The active power flexibility for each time instant, regarding each of the available controllable resources, is
obtained. The available resources in the LV network that are DSO property are typically the energy storage
devices. The consumer-owned resources at a domestic level, which can be controlled through the HEMS,
can provide a defined level of flexibility at each instant that can be activated by the DSO following some
type of agreement. The flexibility information is updated when new/updated data is available.
1.4

Retrieve network characteristics

The operation state of the network is retrieved, considering the technical characteristics of the network
such as topology, lines/cables technical data, operation restrictions, etc. This information is only updated
when there is a change in the network (i.e., new consumer, topology change).
1.5

Analyse ratios between Demand and Generation

For each time frame of the forecast data, the ratio of demand versus generation is calculated for each
phase. The highest and lowest ratios for each phase are then selected and a power flow simulation is run
for those scenarios. The highest and lowest ratios are selected in order to identify the time frames for which
voltage problems are most likely to occur with higher deviation magnitudes from the defined admissible
limits.
1.6

Run power flow

A power flow simulation is run for the scenario being evaluated. This power flow function considers the
typical unbalanced three phase operation of the LV networks with distributed energy resources.
1.7

Select previous time frame
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In case any operational scenarios result in a potential voltage deviation situation, the time frame
immediately before is considered and a power flow simulation is run. If the voltage is outside the defined
limits, the time frame before is then considered and tested. This continuous methodology is maintained
until the algorithm finds the time frame before the voltage deviation occurs. The objective is to determine
the initial time when the voltage is outside the defined limits.
1.8

Save time frame and voltage values

After identifying the maximum voltage deviation magnitude (step 1.6) and the instant where the voltage
starts to deviate from the defined limits (step 1.7), these two variables are stored in the database. After all
scenarios are considered and saved this data is relayed to the CAMM (step 1.9).
1.9

Control Actions Management Module (CAMM)

The module will run for every scenario saved in step 1.8 and define the control actions to manage the
voltage deviation value using the resources available in the time frame saved for that scenario. It establishes
a merit order of the available flexibilities to select the most suitable resources to manage the network
constraint. Then, the resources are selected and set-points of operation are determined and tested through
power flow simulations in order to find the solution that manages the problem. The set-point determined
for each scenario consists in operational set-points defined, to be sent to the field in the respective time
frame determined in step 1.7.
1.10

Validate Set-Point Plan

After the control actions are established for each scenario, the defined set-point plan is sent to the
Distribution System Operator (DSO) in his role as contributor Contributor to System Security (CSS) for
validation.
1.11

Store Set-Point Plan

The validated set-point plan is stored in the database.
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Figure 2-6 - Preventive control overview.

2) Real-time control of DER
Inputs

The input data for the real-time control is the same as the preventive control, with two exceptions. In the
real time approach the load and renewable generation forecasting systems are not necessary, as updated
network measurements are directly retrieved through the metering infrastructure or through the LV State
Estimation function, as represented in Error! Reference source not found.Figure 2-5.





Network Measurements
This information consists in updated data regarding operation conditions of every controllable
resource and the voltage values of each network node.
LV State Estimation
The LV State Estimation function uses some network measurements available to estimate the
missing node voltage measurements. All information directly obtained through the metering
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infrastructure is relayed and the missing voltage measurements are completed with this
functionality.
Methodology

The real-time control aims at monitoring the current state of the LV grid and implementing the set-points
calculated previously. In case any unforeseen violations occur, a new set-points’ plan is computed to be
validated and sent to the field. The following description of the methodology is divided into the main
algorithm steps and can be complemented with the diagram presented in Figure 2-7.

Figure 2-7 - Real time control overview.

2.1

Retrieve MV flexibility requirements

Same as described in step 1.1.
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2.2 Retrieve generation and demand forecasts
Same as described in step 1.2.
2.3

Retrieve flexibility offers

Same as described in step 1.3.
2.4

Retrieve network measurements

The network measurements are updated. These measurements can be obtained directly through the
metering infrastructure, through the LV State Estimation tool, or using the most updated forecasts.
2.5

Run power flow

Same as described in step 1.6.
2.6

Confirm set-points’ plan

An analysis of the data available is done to check the set-point plan adequacy (previously established in the
preventive management) for the current time frame, considering the updated network measurements. In
case there is a voltage deviation situation, this function will compare the most recent voltage values with
the ones obtained in the preventive control that were used to determine the set-point. If the voltage
difference is higher than a defined threshold, the set-point plan needs to be updated with an adequate setpoint to efficiently manage the problem. The CAMM is then run to establish a new set-point plan to manage
the voltage problem.
2.7

Apply set-point plan

The plan of set-points is implemented. The activation of the required flexibility (either total or partially) is
acknowledged and confirmed by the HEMS.
2.8– 2.13 Control Actions Management Module (CAMM)
Similar to the description made in step 1.9. The difference is that the module will determine control actions
for the current voltage value using the available flexibilities with the intention of managing the problem as
soon as possible.
2.9

Validate set-points’ plan

If a new or updated set-point plan is established in the Control Actions Management Module, the
corresponding plan is sent to the DSO in his role as CSS for validation.

Performance metrics
The following metrics will be considered for evaluating the performance of the voltage control tool for LV
networks (LVC):
1. Success rate in having all voltage values within the limits specified by EN 50160;
2. Success rate in having no overloads in lines/cables;
3. Total execution time.
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Interfaces
Two types of inputs are considered for the LVC function API, which includes the CAMM and the three-phase
unbalanced power flow: the network information parameters and the LVC function execution driving
parameters. The input parameters are passed to the LVC API as a JSON data-interchange format string.
When the user calls the LVC API, the input JSON string is evaluated for data consistency and then converted
to internal objects.
The network information parameters specify which network file will provide the base case snapshot for
setting the LVC preventive analysis. The user must also specify the name of the file that contains the netload forecasts and the available flexibility from the domestic clients that characterize the network operating
point for the desired time frame. These data profiles are matched with the network base case through their
unique text identifiers. As such, it is crucial that the correct load and generation identifiers are defined into
the profiles file, so that they can be successfully matched to their equivalent item in the network case.
Both the network case and the profiles files can be either in XML or JSON file formats.
The LVC API execution parameters provide the main settings that will drive the LVC algorithm. The following
attributes should be available:





Allow use of OLTC transformer (true or false);
Allow use of DSO-owned energy storage devices (true or false);
Allow use of flexibility of domestic consumers through their HEMS (true or false);
Global minimum and maximummax voltage magnitude limits to use.

The base format for network data exchange is IEC’s CIM.
The LVC function API output information comprises a text message aiming at providing relevant information
about the algorithm execution to the user and by other text fields containing the files created with
information resultant from the function execution. Depending on the user requirements, it is possible for
the output files to be created either in XML or JSON formats.
Two types of outputs will be generated, which may be included in only one or in different files:



An output with the network snapshots for each period of the considered time frame, with the
control variables and state variables fields updated with each period results;
An output containing the control variables set-points for each period of the considered time frame.
The information contained in this file presents the set-points for each controllable resource, for the
considered operation horizon.

The output values for the network state variables for each period of the considered time frame will be
exported into XML or JSON files, in accordance to CIM schema based classes. At this point in time, the
available information regarding the network state variables is prepared to target node voltage magnitudes
and node complex power injections. Additional relevant information can be agreed upon for future
inclusion, depending on the user requirements.
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2.5.2. Validation methods
Review of previous tests
Although the proposed tool is an evolution of a tool developed in another EU project (FP7 SuSTAINABLE),
given the significant differences between the two tools, all the tests that have been previously conducted
will need to be redone in InteGrid.

Assessment of additional tests
The tests described in the Test program will be used to demonstrate that the tool performs as expected
(i.e., comply with the Pass/fail criteria section).

High level testing approach
Simulation
The LVC will be tested using a test network based on a real LV system simulating real operating conditions.
The data to build the scenarios to be analysed will be based on typical profiles for load and PV generation,
that will be used to simulate the forecasting data. Synthetic data will be used for the flexibility forecast.
Preventive control

For the simulation, the tool will run sequentially for a specified time-frame (i.e. 6 hours-ahead). The results
file will contain the set-point plan that will be generated for the controllable resources. This set-point plan
will be analysed for each time instant by running an unbalanced power flow.

Laboratory
The LVC will be tested in the laboratory. The network from the demo site will be modelled in a real-time
digital simulator and integrated with hardware components. Historical data (if available) or synthetic data
will be used to build the forecast for load and PV generation and for the flexibility of domestic clients.
Preventive LV control

For the lab testing, the tool will run sequentially for a set of operating conditions, representing a specified
time-frame (i.e. 6 hours-ahead). The results file will contain the set-point plan that will be generated for the
controllable resources.
Real-time control

The implementation of such set-point plan will be tested, a posteriori, for the controllable resources
available through the lab infrastructure, including the prototype of the HEMS described in chapter 4.
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2.5.3. Test protocol
Pass/fail criteria
Input data and configuration of the algorithm
The LVC will perform a pre-analysis of the data and configuration of the algorithm. The test will be
considered invalid (fail) if:
1. There is missing data in the inputs of the load and generation forecasts and an error message is not
generated;
2. There is missing data in the inputs of the flexibility forecast and an error message is not generated;
3. There is missing data regarding the technical characteristics of the LV network and an error message
is not generated.
LVC results
Analysing the results of the estimation, a test will be considered unsatisfactory (fail) if:
4. If no set-point plan is generated or an incorrect/invalid set-point plan is generated in the preventive
control;
5. If an incorrect assessment of the current LV grid conditions is made in the real-time control.
Other criteria
Any behaviour not compliant with the description of the LVC tool must invalidate the test.

Test setup
Simulation
The simulation stage will be conducted for the test network described in High level testing approach.



Use of a reduced LV network for initial testing;
Use of a real LV network model with real representation of controllable resources (desirably the
network from the demo site to be selected for application).

The following non-functional requirements will be considered for the simulation.
Availability of Static Data




Electrical characteristics of the LV grid
o Resistance and reactance (R and X in ohms) of each phase and neutral of lines / cables;
o Length (meters) of each connection line / cable;
o Maximum admissible current (A) for each branch.
Topology of the LV grid
o Status of switching devices as opened/closed for circuit breakers and switches;
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o Sequence of connection of each phase for graphical representation of the network;
o GPS coordinates of each node.
DER / Customer information
o Type and quantity of resources (e.g. PV unit);
o Connection phase of each controllable resource;
o Nominal power of each resource (kW);
o Connection node identification.

Availability of Forecasting Data



Net-load demand and PV generation forecasts
o Active power forecasts for each node of the LV network with regular updates;
Flexibility availability forecast
o Active power forecasts for each flexible resource of the LV network with regular updates.

Availability of Real Time Data


Network measurements, real or estimated
o Voltage values in every node of the network (V or p.u.);
o Active power generation/demand of each controllable flexibility (kW).

Other Requirements



All measurements must be synchronized and correspond to average 15-minute quantities;
Forecasting data should be provided in Standardized JSON.

Laboratory
The laboratory tests will be carried out for the network configuration described in High level testing
approach.
The following means are required for the lab testing:








An electric panel with several bus bars interconnected by switches and with outputs connected to
the different laboratorial equipment. All the feeders are commanded through contactors;
A control and signal acquisition panel responsible for the laboratory automation integrating a small
SCADA system;
RES generation, such as wind micro-turbine emulator and PV panels;
Resistive load banks;
LV cables emulators;
Batteries;
Single-and three phase inverters for RES and batteries.
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Test procedure
Either for the simulation and for the laboratory tests, different operation scenarios will be analysed,
namely:



low_load_high_gen, where all generation sources are producing at their maximum and all loads are
at their lower level;
High_load_low_gen load, where all generation sources are producing at their minimum and all
loads are at their higher level.

Also, two different set of input parameters will be used:





full_data, where all the inputs have all necessary data for all time steps;
miss_forecast_data, where the inputs concerning the load and RES forecasts have missing data for
some time steps;
miss_flexibility_data, where the inputs concerning the flexibility forecasts have missing data for
some time steps;
miss_network_data, where the inputs concerning the technical characteristics of the LV network
have missing data for some time steps.

In addition, different number of controllable variables will be considered. This number will be defined
during the development stage of the tool.

Test program
Table 7: Test program for avoid technical problems in LV networks tool.

#

1

Actions

Inputs

Expected Results

Call API in preventive control
with low_load_high_gen
scenario and full_data

Network and assets
technical characteristics,
MV operational
requirements, DER & HEMS
flexibility, Load and RES
forecasting

A file with the set-points plan is
generated.

Results file

The plan has been correctly
generated and all voltages are
within admissible limits and no
overloads occur in branches.

Analyse results file

2

Call API in preventive control
with low_load_high_gen
scenario and
miss_forecast_data

3

Call API in preventive control
with low_load_high_gen

InteGrid

Network and assets
technical characteristics,
MV operational
requirements, DER & HEMS
flexibility, Load and RES
forecasting
Network and assets
technical characteristics,

GA

An error message is generated.

An error message is generated.
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#

Actions

Inputs

scenario and
miss_flexibility_data

MV operational
requirements, DER & HEMS
flexibility, Load and RES
forecasting
Network and assets
technical characteristics,
MV operational
requirements, DER & HEMS
flexibility, Load and RES
forecasting
Network and assets
technical characteristics,
MV operational
requirements, DER & HEMS
flexibility, Load and RES
forecasting

4

Call API in preventive control
with low_load_high_gen
scenario and
miss_network_data

5

Call API in preventive control
with high_load_low_gen
scenario and full_data

6

Analyse results file

Results file

Call API in real-time control
(laboratory test only)

Network measurements

InteGrid
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Expected Results

An error message is generated.

A file with the set-points plan is
generated.

The plan has been correctly
generated and all voltages are
within admissible limits and no
overloads occur in branches.
Current grid conditions have
been correctly assessed and the
set-point is correctly
implemented.
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2.6 Energy Optimization in Wastewater Treatment
2.6.1. Specification
Description
This component conducts energy optimization in pumping stations of an urban wastewater treatment
plant. The main goal of this software is to define power set points for each individual pump with the
objective of decreasing the overall energy consumption of the pumping station by a factor of 3 to 10%. The
strategy is defined by applying artificial intelligence (AI) methods, which rely on information characterizing
the current state of the system combined with forecasted data of the wastewater intake rate for the
following lead times.

Main functions
The software is divided into three main functions:
1) Forecasting of the wastewater intake rate (WWIR) for the following lead times:
The AI algorithm performs a predictive control of the pumping station. In order to be able to
anticipate increasing rates of wastewater intake, it must rely on accurate forecasts for this
variable. This forecasting module relies in historical time series of the WWIR to fit a model and,
afterwards, predict the WWIR for up to 15-20 lead times ahead.
2) Emulation of the physical system:
Using a data driven approach combined with machine learning algorithms it is recreated the
pumping system environment, allowing the control strategy to safely interact with the
environment to learn the optimal policy to decrease the energy consumption.
3) Optimization of the operational scheme for the pumping station:
The AI algorithm interacts with each pump of the pumping station by defining its operating
frequency set point. Combining the information of the WWIR forecasts with the system state,
the module can take advantage of the characteristics of the pumping station and improve the
energy efficiency of the process.

Performance metrics


For the forecasting of WWIR:
I.
Time necessary to acquire/process new data and fit/update the model;
II.
Required time to generate forecasts;
III.
Successful rate (generated forecasts without errors);
IV.
Mean absolute error in a time span of 3 hours.
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For the emulation of the system:
I.
Mean absolute error for the wastewater outflow emulation model in the training period;
II.
Mean absolute error for the reservoir level deviation emulation model in the training
period.
For the operational scheme:
I.
Time necessary to acquire/process new state (system data plus generated forecasts);
II.
Required time to provide control strategy;
III.
Successful rate (control strategies obtained without errors).

Interfaces
In the simulation stage, described in Figure 2-8, there is a single external interface (1) between the SCADA
collection system and the developed software. This connection is executed once to download all the
historical data available. The remaining interfaces (2,3,4) are internal and based on JSON structured files
and direct communication using python pickle files.

Figure 2-8 - Interface Diagram for the Simulation Stage.

1. SCADA → So ware (external interface):
Historical values representing the state of the pumping system (reservoir level, pump power,
pump frequency, wastewater intake and outflow rates) are download from the SCADA system and
compiled in a CSV file. This data is then used as input in three modules of the software: WWIR
forecasting, episodes creation and in the environment simulation.
2. WWIR Forecasting → Episodes Crea on (internal interface):
Generated wastewater intake rate forecasts are compiled in a JSON structure and passed to the
Episodes Creation module.
3. Episodes Creation → Control Strategy Learning (internal interface):
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A predefined number of episodes with length n are created and stored in a JSON structured file.
Each episode contains information of the historical state of the system obtained from (1) and
forecasts of the WWIR collected from (2). This file will be loaded and used by the Control Strategy
Learning.
4. Environment Emulation ↔ Control Strategy Learning (internal interface):
Machine learning models used to emulate the pumping system environment are, after fitted,
stored in python pickle6 files. These files are then used in a bidirectional interface with the Control
Strategy Learning module.

2.6.2. Validation methods
Review of previous tests
N.A. – New development.

Assessment of additional tests
To assess the performance of the software it is required to define the following additional tests:





Ensure the correct reading of the system state (pumps active, individual power for pump, current
wastewater intake rate);
Ensure the generation of wastewater intake rate forecasts;
Ensure the correct modelling of the physical system;
Validate the defined control strategy.

An extended description of each step is presented in section 2.6.3.

High level testing approach
The energy optimization in waste water treatment plants test will be performed using historical data
acquired by the SCADA collection system, which will be used to simulate real operating conditions. The
software must generate probabilistic forecasts of the waste water intake rate, combine them with the
characterization of the pumping system (pumps online, waste water intake and outflow rates and reservoir
level) to create the necessary inputs for the control strategy. The control strategy will define for each instant
the individual set point for each pump in order to minimize the energy consumption.
For the simulation, the tool will run sequentially for a specified testing set. The results file will contain the
necessary statistical analysis information to assess the performance of the forecasting task and control

6

The pickle module implements binary protocols for serializing and de-serializing a Python object structure. “Pickling”
is the process whereby a Python object hierarchy is converted into a byte stream, and “unpickling” is the inverse
operation, whereby a byte stream (from a binary file or bytes-like object) is converted back into an object hierarchy.
Pickling (and unpickling) is alternatively known as “serialization”, “marshalling,” or “flattening”.
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strategy. It will be possible to compare the energy consumption of the new control strategy with the current
operation schedule of the waste water treatment plant.

2.6.3. Test protocol
Pass/fail criteria
The developed function must be able to perform the following actions:
1. Evaluate the physical system emulation
After fitting all the machine learning models used to emulate the physical behaviour of the pumping
system, it is necessary to ensure that those models are within the expected mean absolute error
interval.
2. Read system state
Identify the current timestamp and load the relevant information from the historical dataset. This
information is obtained through a SCADA system which interfaces with the pumping station, so, it
is necessary to assess the quality of the readings. These readings include: number of pumps online,
power consumptions of each pump, reservoir level and current WWIR.
3. Create forecasts for wastewater intake rate for the following lead times:
Using the pre-fitted model, the software must be able to provide, in due time, the WWIR forecasts
for several lead times ahead.
4. Combine readings and forecasts to feed the artificial intelligence model
The AI algorithm requires two different types of information: forecasts and current system state,
which must be validated and populated in a Python dictionary.
5. Obtain and validate the control strategy
Apply the AI method and obtain the individual set point for the pumps. It is necessary to ensure
that all five values are within the operational range of the units.
6. Create report and update performance metrics
All values are stored and exported to a database, thus enabling the assessment of the algorithm
performance, by calculating KPIs.

Test setup




Pre-fitted forecasting model for the wastewater intake rate;
CSV file with the historical data from the pumping station;
The tests will be performed with the following hardware and software:
Computer with Python v.3.5.2 installed, with the necessary dependencies.
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Test procedure
0. (Pre-test) It is assumed that both the forecasting model and the artificial intelligence algorithm have
been fitted during offline training sessions with all the optimized parameters stored;
1. The CSV file with historical data from the pumping station is loaded in memory;
2. Both the forecasting model and the AI algorithm are loaded in memory;
3. Execute steps listed in Table 8;
4. At each iteration of the steps enumerated in Table 8, a set of data is stored in a database, namely:
 System state indexed by the current timestamp;
 Wastewater intake rate forecasts with launch time and timestamps;
 Control set points defined by the AI algorithms indexed by the current timestamp;
5. Analysing the stored information, it is possible to not only validate the software functionality, but
also calculate the KPI to assess the accuracy of the forecasting model and the performance of the
control strategy.

Test program
Table 8: Test program energy optimization in wastewater treatment plants.

#
1

2

3

Input value

Emulation of the
physical system wastewater outflow rate
(WWOR) model
Emulation of the
physical system –
reservoir level deviation
model

Historical values of: pump
power, reservoir level,
wastewater outflow rate; fitted
model
Historical values of: pump
power, reservoir level,
wastewater outflow rate; Fitted
model
Active pumps; individual power
consumption; wastewater intake
rate

Read system state
(check data integrity)
Create input dataset for
the wastewater intake
rate (WWIR) forecasting
Predict WWIR for the
following lead times

Expected Results
Mean absolute WWOR7 in the
training dataset of less than 450
m3/h/h.
Mean absolute error in the training
dataset of less than 8 centimetres.

Array of 11 numerical values.

Historical dataset of wastewater
intake rate

Dataset containing lagged values
and calendar variables.

Dataset from step #4

Time series of wastewater intake
rates for the following lead times.

6

Assess WWIR
forecasting skill

WWIR forecasts made in the
previous 3 hours; realized values
of WWIR for the past 3 hours

Mean absolute error for the past 3
hours inferior to 1600 m^3/h.

7

Combine WWIR
forecasts with the
current system state

System state from #3 and
forecasts from #5

JSON structured file containing the
necessary information to feed the
Artificial Intelligence (AI) algorithm.

4
5

7

Action

|𝑊𝑊𝑂𝑅
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#

Action

Input value

8

Generate control
scheme to operate the
pumping station

JSON file from #7

9

Validate control strategy

Numerical array from #8

10

Assess computational
time requirements

Elapsed time since step #3

11 Reporting

12

Performance
assessment

Data from #3, #5 and #8

Data from #11

Expected Results
An array with 5 numerical values,
representing the individual
frequency set point for each pump
unit.
All values are numerical floats and
are within the pumping station
operational range.
The required time for the system
status acquisition, forecasting and
control strategy must be below 4
minutes.
Database record storing all the
acquired/generated data.
Compute the reduction in energy
consumption by comparing the
applied control strategy with
historical records.

2.7 Traffic Light Concept
2.7.1. Specification
Description
The Traffic Light System (TLS) is a module for the evaluation of flexibility programs of Flexibility Operators
(FOs) [REF D1.2]. The aim of the TLS is to maximize the amount of allowed flexibility programs offered by
the FOs to the TSO (e.g. Manual Frequency Restoration Reserves (mFRR) and Replacement Reserves (RR)),
without causing distribution grid constrains.
To generate a traffic light for each flexibility program, the grid state, forecasts for load and generation, and
SCADA measurements are considered to ensure a safe grid operation, including the flexibilities that would
be activated. The data is received from different modules which the TLS has interfaces to. The specifications
for these external modules and their interfaces are described within the Interfaces section of this document
and in D6.4 (specification of the Market Hub month 15). All working data and processing data of the TLS is
stored in a database.
The TLS provides a TLS-flag, which considers the grid operation state, for each submitted flexibility program
to the gm-Hub. In case that the evaluated flexibility programs could lead to grid constraints, an OPF is
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performed to minimize the amount of limited flexibility programs, reporting optimal control actions to the
DSO.

Main functions
The main modules or functionalities are explained in this section.
1) Data exchange module with the gm-Hub
The TLS will receive the flexibility programs of the FOs over the gm-Hub.
The functionality consists of:



Interface to gm-Hub;
Internal processing of incoming and outgoing data (flexibility programs to be validated and
results).

2) Data exchange module towards the SCADA/DMS system of DSO
Request the grid model, which is needed to perform a power flow or OPF calculation. This can be
performed once (if the grid topology is not changed) or for each TLS evaluation and measurement data.
3) Traffic Light Evaluation module
Coordinates all required steps to generate the TLS flags for each flexibility program, consisting of:



Internal algorithm to gather and prepare the data required for the validation process;
Internal algorithm to decide on the flag status of each flexibility program.

4) Data exchange module with the DSO operation centre
The TLS reports control actions to the DSO (regarding its owned assets, e.g. OLTC) in case flexibility
programs receive a different flag than green. With the proposed control actions, the amount of
flexibility programs with a green flag are maximized.


Control set points, obtained from the OPF, are sent to the DSO.

5) Data exchange module with the MV Load Allocation
The MV Load Allocation module provides an estimation of the contribution (active and reactive power
injections) of each secondary substation of the MV grid to the power flows in the network. The TLS
needs an interface to receive data from the MV Load Allocation module.
6) Data exchange module with the load and generation forecasting
The TLS needs to receive forecasts for load and generation to consider in the PF from the load and
generation forecasting module.
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7) Data exchange module with the OPF module
In case not all flexibility programs receive a green flag, an OPF can be executed to solve grid constraints.




Prepare input data for OPF;
Request OPF calculation for given scenario;
Receive OPF results.

8) Power flow module
Calculates a power flow for a given network and load/generation data. The TLS calls the power flow
module with a grid model and load/generation data at specific nodes and receives the results of the PF
calculation.

Figure 2-9 Overview of input and outputs.

If all flexibility programs are permitted in the gm-hub or in the distribution grid area of a DSO, but more
flexibility is needed, it is assumed that additional flexibilities are available on the market.
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Performance metrics
The following metrics are considered for evaluating the TLS performance:
1. Total execution time;
2. Total amount of flagged flexibility programs;
3. Improvement for flexibility programs which are not flagged green by means of the power flow (PF)
as a percentage of the total amount of flagged flexibility.
Standards
1. EN50160:2010, Voltage characteristics of electricity supplied by public electricity networks;
2. IEC 60870-5-104:2006, Transmission protocols – Network access for IEC 60870-5-101, using
standard transport profiles.
Guidelines
1. Representational state transfer (REST or RESTful) [1];
2. Standard ECMA-404 1st edition – Oct. 2013. The JSON Data Interchange Format [2].

Interfaces
The TLS communicates with the following systems and components:







DSO SCADA/DMS;
Load and generation forecasts;
MV load allocation;
gm-hub;
Multi-period OPF;
Power Flow.

2.7.2. Validation methods
Review of previous tests
The traffic light system in InteGrid is a new development. Therefore, no previous tests were performed.

Assessment of additional tests
Test of the Traffic Light Algorithm with simple parametrization: it is proposed to use a common scenario for
the testing of the Traffic Light System and the Multi-Period OPF, to avoid redundancies and to ease the
control.
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The tool chain composed of the Forecast/MV load allocation/OPF, together with the Traffic Light System
algorithm (preparation of input data and interpretation of the results) will be tested. Simple inputs files
(e.g. txt files or web services) will be used in this phase to simulate the different interfaces (e.g. gm-Hub).
Additional test might be required to validate functionalities or interfaces which have not been defined in
detail at the time of generation of this document. This might include the interfaces to the gm-hub and DSO
functions.

High level testing approach
The development of the TLS will be performed according to the following steps:





Two servers will be deployed: test and demo server
The test and demo server will be deployed on an individual virtual machine. New functions will be
developed on the test server;
Test server is in-house and for testing purposes only
Once they are tested and run stable, they can be deployed on the demo server;
Demo server is principally suitable to be operated in DSO system
However, further tests need to be conducted to test the interfaces with the required systems and
modules.

This document focusses on the test procedures on the test server. In the first step, the performance of each
module is tested separately. In the second step, the integrated system of linked modules is tested. Thereby,
interfaces to external systems (e.g. gm-Hub) need to be simulated by means of simple emulators that return
the needed input data to perform the TLS evaluation and receive the TLS results.

2.7.3. Test protocol
Pass/fail criteria
Each module is performing I/O tests, according to test plans describing details of the conditions, inputs and
expected outputs. To pass a test, the output of the module at given input conditions must be identical to
the behaviour described in the test plans. Instability of a module will also result in a failed test.

Test setup
Test setup will be deployed on the test server. Emulators and simulators are needed to run the TLS
algorithm with test data. Emulators and simulators and interfaces to the TLS algorithm, presented in Figure
2-10, need to be specified.
The test server will run on a Linux operating system and the TLS will be developed in Python/JSON REST
environment. A SQL-Database will be deployed to save historical results and data.
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SCADA/GIS
Simulator

Load and
generation forecast

TLS

Simulator for gmhub

OPF & PF Library
TEST SERVER
Figure 2-10 Test setup Traffic Light.

Test procedure
The factory acceptance testing (FAT) will be performed on the test platform and will cover the whole set of
modules developed for the InteGrid project. The TLS will be implemented with all required modules on the
test platform and functionality tests will be performed. In the second step, the connection to the simulators
will be established. If needed, a set of random static data will be used for the simulators.
The test procedure focuses on the execution of the I/O-tests explained in the Table 9. After finalization of
each test series, results of the tests, logged in protocols, will be analysed. For TLS evaluations, a validation
may be performed with DigSilent PowerFactory8.
After each TLS evaluation, the results are stored in a database. This data includes:




Grid model used for the TLS evaluation;
Load flow results;
TLS flags for each flexibility program;

8

DigSilent: The proven advantages of the PowerFactory software are its overall functional integration, its applicability
to the modelling of generation-, transmission-, distribution- and industrial grids, and the analysis of these grids’
interactions.
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OPF results (optional);
Proposed corrective actions (optional).

Test program
Table 9: Test program traffic light concept.

#

Functionality

Input conditions

Expected Results

A1

Data exchange module with
the gm-Hub

FO sent flexibility programs
to gm-Hub

TLS can request flexibility
programs from the gm-Hub

A2

Data exchange module with
the gm-Hub

Flexibility programs received
via interface with gm-Hub

TLS can assign flexibility
programs to grid nodes

A3

Data exchange module with
the gm-Hub

TLS flag was calculated

The TLS flag for each
flexibility program is sent to
the gm-Hub

A4

Data exchange module with
the gm-Hub

The VPN-connection to the
gm-hub is established

The TLS imports correct
flexibility programs

A5

Data exchange module with
the gm-Hub

The VPN-connection to the
gm-hub is established

The TLS communicates the
flags to the gm-hub

B1

Data Exchange module with
SCADA/DMS of DSO

Network model is received
from DSO

A power flow with the
network model can be
performed

C1

Traffic light evaluation

All required data to perform
a TLS evaluation is ready

A load flow can be
performed and the results
(voltage at nodes, loading of
lines) evaluated

C2

Traffic light evaluation

All required data to perform
a TLS evaluation is ready

If occurring, grid constraint
violations can be identified

C3

Traffic light evaluation

All required data to perform
a TLS evaluation is ready

A TLS flag is assigned to all
flexibility programs based on
the power flow results

C4

Traffic light evaluation

All required data to perform
a TLS evaluation is ready

An OPF can be performed to
solve grid constraints

C5

Traffic light evaluation

All required data to perform
a TLS evaluation is ready

A TLS flag is assigned to all
flexibility programs based on
the OPF results

C6

Traffic light evaluation

TLS evaluation was
performed and is stored in
database

Results of the TLS evaluation
stored in database

D1

Data Exchange module with
the DSO operation centre

The VPN-connection to the
DSO operation centre is
established and OPF

The TLS can send control set
points calculated by the OPF
to the operation centre
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#

Functionality

Input conditions

Expected Results

calculation was performed.
Control set points for DSO
assets calculated
E1

Data Exchange module with
the MV Load allocation

The connection to MV Load
allocation is established

MV Load allocation can be
requested

E2

Data Exchange module with
the MV Load allocation

The connection to MV Load
allocation is established

MV Load allocation is
executed

E3

Data Exchange module with
the MV Load allocation

The connection to MV Load
allocation is established

MV Load allocation results
received

F1

Data Exchange module with
the Load and generations
forecasting

The connection to Load and
generation forecasting is
established

Load and generation
forecast can be requested

F2

Data Exchange module with
the Load and generations
forecasting

The connection to Load and
generation forecasting is
established

Load and generation
forecast is executed

F3

Data Exchange module with
the Load and generations
forecasting

The connection to Load and
generation forecasting is
established

Load and generation
forecast results received

G1

Data Exchange module with
the OPF Module

The connection to OPF
library is established

OPF library loaded

G2

Data Exchange module with
the OPF Module

The connection to OPF
library is established

OPF can be executed

G3

Data Exchange module with
the OPF Module

The connection to OPF
library is established

OPF results received by TLS

H1

Data Exchange module with
the OPF Module

The connection to PF library
is established

PF library loaded

H2

Data Exchange module with
the OPF Module

The connection to PF library
is established

PF can be executed

H3

Data Exchange module with
the OPF Module

The connection to PF library
is established

PF results received by TLS

The integrated modules are
running autonomously for x
h with changing input data

The output of all runs with
same input data and internal
states (if applicable) must
provide the same results at
comparable computation
time

I1
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2.8 Virtual Power Plant
2.8.1. Specification
Description
The virtual power plant is a bundle of software modules, which are used to remotely control distributed
energy resources (DER), manage the aggregation of those DER and maintain communication with the TSO,
gm-hub and DSO [REF D1.2]. Furthermore, it includes modules for daily reporting. The existing software
solution needs to be enhanced and new modules need to be added in order to fulfil the requirements of
the InteGrid project.
CyberGRID VPP tools are designed based on a micro-service architecture. Each module consists of one or
more dedicated microservices running in containers. Each module provides a specific subset of the global
functionality and communicates with other micro services or external systems or components, using
defined and documented programming interfaces. The interfaces represent the only dependencies
between the micro services. This means that each micro service does not require knowledge of the details
of the implementation of other micro services to make use of their functionality. They only need to follow
the interface specifications. The way these interfaces are implemented does not matter as long as the
interfaces’ API are respected. Another important fact when defining micro service is that interaction
between them via interfaces are stateless, whenever possible. All working data and processing results are
stored in different databases, of which the TimeSeries DB is the most important one. This bears important
consequences upon the availability of the services (if one micro service instance fails, another instance can
take over) and their scalability (an increased load can be sustained by creating new micro services
instances). The micro services of the VPP are managed by means of the Kubernetes [12] deployment and
orchestration framework.
The most relevant modules of the VPP and the interfaces to other modules, systems or components are
shown in Figure 2-11.
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TSO

gm-hub,
other systems

Ancillary
service
market platf.

gm-hub

P/f controller

VPP
Price
forecasting

Bid
optimization

Flexibility
forecasting

Real-time
communic.
module

TimeSeries
(DB)

Real-time
control of
DER

Short-term
baseline
calculation

Reporting /
Invoicing

DSO
Traffic light
system

Forecasting
Tools
RTU(s)
Meter Data
Management
(DB)
DER(s)
Smart
meter(s)

DER
controller(s)

DER(s)

Figure 2-11: Main modules of the VPP and interfaces to other systems in the planned InteGrid set-up. [REF D1.1]

Main functions
The main modules or functionalities are explained in this chapter. The focus is on modules, which are
developed or adapted in the context of the InteGrid project.
1) VPP Support of Traffic Light System
The VPP will receive information about the status of several grid areas from the gm-hub. This information
will be used to evaluate and adapt the flexibility forecast of DERs in the mid-term (up to 48 h in advance)
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until real time. The result is a corrected flexibility schedule, per DER inside the VPP. The functionality
includes:
 VPP internal algorithms;
 Interface to gm-hub.
2) Bid optimization tool
The module uses the flexibility forecast of the DERs, price forecasts and product specifications of relevant
power markets to calculate optimal bids for predefined markets (mFRR, RR), considering the required
backup. The module includes:
 VPP internal functionality (microservice);
 Interfaces, if realized in the demos, with price forecasting tool and ancillary service market
platform.
3) HMI for DSO
The DSO will be able to visualize the traffic light status and activation status of flexibilities in different grid
sections and start activations, manually, via the web-based DSO-HMI. The functionality includes:
 VPP internal functionality;
 Interfaces (web based HMI).
4) Data exchange with gm-hub
The
VPP
must
exchange
the
following
information
with
the
gm-hub:
traffic light status (calculated by the DSO), availability of flexibilities, ex-post schedules of activation of DERs
The information must be processed internally and provided to the gm-hub via a predefined API(s).
The functionality includes:
 Interfaces (traffic light status, schedules, status of DERs);
 Internal processing of incoming data;
 Internal processing of outgoing data.
5) Measurement acquisition
This existing module is responsible for data exchange with the DERs. The functionalities require an adaption
to the specifications of the InteGrid demo implementations (e.g. different intervals of incoming data).
Communication can be established directly or via the MDM of the DSO. In this case, testing is focusing on
the implementation in test environment and live environment. The modules include:
 Interface for IEC60870-5-104;
 Interface to DSO MDM (SOAP Web service).
6) Interface to exchange online data with TSO’s P/f controller
This module is responsible for data exchange with the TSO’s P/f-controller. It sends pool values (in
monitoring direction) and receives set point commands (in control direction). The module includes:
 Internal algorithms and functions to calculate online data;
 (simulated) Interface(s) with TSOs.
7) Calculation of online data incl. real-time calculation of baseline
This module calculates the real-time values of each connected DER and the aggregated values
(measurements, baseline, activation) of the connected DERs, as per the TSO’s rules:
 Internal functions and algorithms.
8) Real time control of DER and controllable loads
The module calculates the optimized dispatch of DERs to perform the activation, as defined by the incoming
set point command. Additionally, the behaviour of each DER is monitored in predefined steps and a closed-
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loop-control algorithm continuously reduces the deviation from the
The functionality includes:
 Internal functions and algorithms;
 Interface to DERs (IEC 60870-5-104 or other selected protocol).

expected

behaviour.

9) Flexibility forecasting
The flexibility of each DER is assessed for the period of near future (up to 48 h) to real-time. An individual
algorithm can be chosen for each DER out of a selection of four different algorithms (nominal, clipped
nominal, external Web service, external IEC104):
 Internal algorithms.
10) Reporting & Invoicing
This module processes condensed daily reports of each DER, according to national requirements, and
provides it to other systems via an API or file export. The module includes:
 Internal algorithms;
 API or file export.
11) Battery support of the VPP
This functionality adds support for batteries as flexible resources to the VPP. The battery’s status will be
shown in a simple widget on the user interface.

Performance metrics
There are country specific requirements of the TSO for participation in the mFRR market which must be
fulfilled. There is a differentiation between ELES (Slovenian TSO) and REN (Portuguese TSO). The TSOs have
different requirements concerning exchange of pool data, product definition and bidding procedures and
communication of activation commands.
Grid codes or market rules
1. ELES, d.o.o.: Razpisna dokumentacija za nakup elektricne energije, potrebne za izvajanje terciarne
regulacije frekvence z vodenjem odjema in razprsene proizvodnje (Documentation for electrical
energy procurement of positive mFRR). [3]
2. ELES, d.o.o.: Razpisna dokumentacija za prodajo elektricne energije, potrebne za izvajanje
negativne terciarne regulacije frekvence z vodenjem odjema in razprsene proizvodnje
(Documentation for electrical energy procurement of negative mFRR). [4]
Standards
1. EN50160:2010, Voltage characteristics of electricity supplied by public electricity networks;
2. IEC 60870-5-104:2006, Transmission protocols – Network access for IEC 60870-5-101, using
standard transport profiles.
Guidelines
1. Representational state transfer (REST or RESTful) [1];
2. Standard ECMA-404 1st edition – Oct. 2013. The JSON Data Interchange Format. [2]
3. Simple object-oriented protocol (SOAP)[5].
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Additionally, the overall system performance is monitored continuously during the test phase, focusing on
the following aspects:









Disk usage;
RAM usage;
CPU usage;
Network traffic;
Java specific check, available via JMX (heap space, garbage collector, etc.);
Health of the REST interfaces (between internal micro services, to external modules and to webbased user interface);
Replication monitoring (TimeSeries DB);
Long-term stability and endurance tests (at least 1 week)
This test case causes the highest planned processing and/or I/O load of the system over a longer
period to observe the system behaviour and stability.

Interfaces
The VPP communicates with the following systems and components:







gm-hub;
Meter data management (MDM) of the DSO;
DER controller(s);
Price forecasting;
P/f-controller of TSO (simulated in the demo system);
Ancillary service market platform (simulated in the demo system).

An overview about relations between the VPP modules and other systems or components is shown in Figure
2-11.
All communication between the VPP and other systems (or components) is established via site-to-site VPNs
using the public internet.

2.8.2. Validation methods
Review of previous tests
The cyberGRID’s VPP platform has been developed for many years and thus many mature modules are
performing “unit tests” at compilation stage, in order provide a quick check for improper behaviour caused
by code updates or added modules. Functionalities inside the VPP have dedicated test functions, where
sets of specific inputs are checked against sets of specific outputs. In this way, the developer can prove that
function behaves as expected with provided inputs. These unit tests are considered as part of internal
developers’ testing and are not accessible to external parties.
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Assessment of additional tests
Experience has shown that additional “I/O tests” (also known as integration tests), following predefined
test cases, seem to be the most suitable procedure to test the combined VPP software modules on the test
platform and on the production platform. In these tests, the software modules are considered as "black
boxes" and the processing of correct output data, for a predefined input data, is checked in these tests. I/O
tests can also cover many modules which work together in order to proof the correct system set-up.
The system is implemented in a containerized environment; tests of functionality of the software and
performance tests are done in a parallel fashion. The usage of the hardware resources by the software
modules (or containers) is observed and logged over a period of several days, while performing I/O test
scenarios, which cause the highest expectable computation effort.
Additional test might be required to validate functionalities or interfaces which have not been defined in
detail at the time of generation of this document. This might include the interfaces to the gm-hub and to
the DERs.

High level testing approach
In general, the software development and testing procedure is undergoing several steps on different
maturity levels, testing is performed on separate platforms.





Development platform for single functionality (to be developed);
Staging platform: combines all new developments;
Test platform;
Production platform (InteGrid demos).

Each platform is operated on a separated virtual environment.
At the end of the development phase, internal unit tests must be passed during compilation of the new
modules and the process of merging different modules to the final software suite (on the staging platform).
As soon as all functionalities pass the internal tests on the staging platform, the code is uploaded to the test
platform. In this step, also external parties could carry out tests. Existing VPP functions, which are not
explained in the InteGrid DoA, must run stable nevertheless, and are thus tested by cyberGRID internally.
If all tests are passed on the Test platform, then the code can be added to the production environment.
Before the first go-live of the production environment, it also must pass all tests.
This chapter provides an overview of the tests for new modules, which will be performed on the test
platform and production platform. Testing and validation will focus on the functionalities of the new and
adapted modules, but also the integration of the new modules into the existing framework of microservices
and the implementation on the demo servers will be tested.
Since the VPP production platform will be highly integrated with other systems, those systems must be
simulated to be able to test the interfaces between VPP and external systems on the test platform.
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2.8.3. Test protocol
Pass/fail criteria
Each module is performing I/O tests according to test plans describing details of the conditions, inputs and
expected outputs. Further details are explained in Test procedure.
In order to pass a test, the output of the module, at given input conditions, must be identical to the
behaviour described in the Table 10. Instability of a module will also result in a failed test.

Test setup
The test platform will be a containerized environment with specifications as indicated below. The hardware
requirements depend on the number of connected DER, intervals of incoming and outgoing messages and
number of parallel opened user interfaces. Therefore, the given values must be considered as indication for
an average system setup:










6 CPU cores (CPU Intel® Xeon® Processor E5-2630; 2,3 GHz);
16 GB RAM;
200 GB HDD;
Operation system: Ubuntu 16.04 or equivalent;
Kubernetes v1.8 and docker ce 17.03;
Java 1.8;
MongoDB v3.2;
React v16;
Apache v2.4.

The testing party will access the VPP and simulators via a state-of-the-art web browser, the latest version
of Google Chrome (recommended) and Mozilla Firefox will be supported.
As mentioned above, the module micro services are running in separate containers (dockers). An overview
of the Kubernetes architecture is given in Figure 2-12.This architecture will act in the background and does
not have any direct impact on the operator’s experience. An external testing party will not be able to access
details of the Kubernetes logs.
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Figure 2-12: Architecture overview of the VPP in the Kubernetes platform.

A second VM on the same physical server is used for the replication of the TimeSeries database, due to
limitation of resources. This is the main difference of the test platform and InteGrid demo platforms to a
real production environment for power market actors.
The test platform is communicating with simulators of DER, TSO, gm-hub and DSO (Figure 2-13). Each
simulator and the user interfaces (for VPP operator and DSO) will be operated on separate virtual machines,
running on the same or separate physical servers.

Simulator
for TSO
User
interface(s)
VPP
Test System
Simulator
for DSO

Simulator
for gm-hub

DB Replica

Simulator
for DRES
Figure 2-13: Overall system architecture for testing of the VPP test system.
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Test procedure
The tests will be performed on the test platform and will cover the whole set of modules developed for the
InteGrid project. Initially, the VPP will be implemented with all required modules on the test platform. In
this stage, the software had already passed basic functionality tests on the staging platform. In the second
step, the connection to the simulators will be established and the VPP will be parametrized according to
the expected set-up on the demo server. Since some modules may need access to historic data to provide
a reasonable output, the VPP will operate for a certain period (1 – 7 days, depending on parametrization)
before all tests can be executed.
The test procedure focuses on the execution of the I/O-tests explained in the Table 10. After finalization of
each test series, the system behaviour is analysed by the administrator using Zabbix [13] and Kubernetes
[12] logs. Results of the tests are logged in protocols.

Test program
Table 10 shows an overview of the I/O tests to be performed.
Table 10: Test plan for I/O-Tests for VPP functionalities.

#

Functionality

Input conditions

Expected Results

A-1

VPP support of traffic light
system

Traffic light information is
received via interface with
gm-hub

Operator can load updated
regional schedule via
frontend.

A-2

VPP support of traffic light
system

Traffic light information is
received via interface with
gm-hub

Facility icons show correct
(real-time) availability status
depending on regional status
(grid section).

A-3

VPP support of traffic light
system

Traffic light information is
received via interface with
gm-hub

Flexibility forecast of facilities
is corrected according to
traffic light schedule of the
grid section.

A-4

VPP support of traffic light
system

Traffic light information is
received via interface with
gm-hub

The traffic light widget shows
correct TLS status of the grid
sections.

Bid optimization tool

Market data and tender
schedule is entered by the
operator and parametrized
correctly

Bid widget shows initial bid
proposal at given time
interval before the gate
closure.

Bid optimization tool

Operator manipulates bid via
Bid(s) widget on user
interface

Bid widget shows final bid
proposal

Bid optimization tool

Operator triggers bid
submission via user interface

Bid file created with correct
format and data saved in
specified destination folder

B-1

B-2

B-3
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#
C-1

C-2

C-3

C-4

C-5

D-1

D-2

D-3

D-4

InteGrid

Functionality

Input conditions

Expected Results

HMI for DSO

The DSO (a qualified person)
opens the VPP -site via Web
Browser and enters the
credentials correctly.

The DSO dashboard of the
VPP opens and can be
personalized by the user

HMI for DSO

The DSO (a qualified person)
opens the VPP’s frontend
site via Web Browser and
enters the credentials
correctly.

The user can select the traffic
light widget and see the
current values of the traffic
light status, per grid section,
in a graphical representation.

HMI for DSO

The DSO (a qualified person)
opens the VPP’s frontend
site via Web Browser and
enters the credentials
correctly.

The user can open a chart
widget to (a) see individual
online values (active power,
baseline, pos. flexibility, neg.
flexibility) of relevant DERs
and (b) see online values of
relevant pools.

HMI for DSO

The DSO (a qualified person)
opens the VPP -site via Web
Browser and enters the
credentials correctly.
The user goes to activation
menu.

An activation page is loaded.
The user is able to select the
most important activation
parameters (capacity,
direction, grid section, time
span, pool)

HMI for DSO

The user entered the
activation page (C-4 passed)
and submits an activation.
Traffic light of selected grid
section is in “red” state.

The VPP calculates the
optimal dispatch and initiates
the activation procedures.

Data exchange with gm-hub

The VPN-connection to the
gm-hub is established. DER
availability data offered by
gm-hub.

The VPP periodically imports
correct availabilities of DERs
and shows correct statuses
on the user interface

Data exchange with gm-hub

The VPN-connection to the
gm-hub is established. Traffic
light information offered by
gm-hub.

The VPP imports correct
traffic light information from
gm-hub and operator can
visualize it via user interface
(see A-1, A-2)

Data exchange with gm-hub

The VPN-connection to the
gm-hub is established. At
least one activation was
performed on the day
before.

The VPP communicates
schedules of activated DERs
to the gm-hub.

Data exchange with gm-hub

The VPN-connection to the
gm-hub is established. Bids
have been submitted (B-3
passed)

The VPP communicates bids
to the gm-hub.
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#
D-5

E-1

E-2

E-3

E-4

F-1

F-2

F-3

InteGrid

Functionality

Input conditions

Expected Results

Data exchange with gm-hub

The VPN-connection to the
gm-hub is established. An
activation procedure is
executed.

The VPP communicates
activated DERs to the gmhub.

Measurement acquisition

The measurement collector
for IEC104 is configured
correctly and the connection
to DERs (IEC104 slave) is
initialized.

The collector module
establishes and maintains the
IEC104 connection to the
DER. The user interface
indicates an active collector
at the collector’s page.

Measurement acquisition

The IEC104 connection to
the DER(s) is active

The collector module
receives the measurement
data. Received data is shown
on the chart widget of the
user interface.

Measurement acquisition

The measurement collector
for smart meter data from
the DSO’s MDM is
configured correctly and the
connection is initialized.

The collector module can
request data from the DSO’s
MDM and receives the data.
Received data is shown on
the chart widget of the user
interface.

Measurement acquisition

The measurement data
source does not send data or
the connection is
interrupted.

The chart widget continues
to show last available
measurement for a
predefined duration. After
that duration, no new
measurements are shown on
the chart and the VPP
generates an alarm.

Exchange online data with
TSO’s P/f controller

The connection to the TSO
simulator is established.
mFRR bids are available to
the system and in active
state.

The VPP calculates the
required online data (G-1)
and sends the data to the
TSO simulator. Simulators’
users interface shows the last
received values.

Exchange online data with
TSO’s P/f controller

The connection to the TSO
simulator is established.
There are no mFRR bids
available to the VPP and in
active state.

The VPP sends 0 MW to the
TSO simulator. Simulators’
users interface shows the last
received values.

Exchange online data with
TSO’s P/f controller

The connection to the TSO
simulator is established.
mFRR bids are available to
the VPP and in active state.
The TSO simulator sends
activations commands.

The VPP processes the
activation commands and
executes the activation
procedure.
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#

Input conditions

Expected Results

The VPP receives
measurements from DERs.
The relevant pool is specified
and parametrized correctly.

The VPP calculates the online
data (active power, baseline,
pos. capacity, neg. capacity)
periodically for the relevant
pools. Calculated data is
shown on widgets in the user
interface and saved to the
TimeSeriesDB.

An activation command was
received.

The VPP corrects the baseline
(according to market
specifications) for the
activated resources and
freezes the calculated values
until end of activation.

An activation command was
received. G-2 passed.

The VPP corrects the baseline
(according to market
specifications) for the pools
with activated resources and
updates the values
continuously.

Real time control of DER

A new activation schedule is
entered manually.

The module calculates the
optimal dispatch that the
operator can visualize on the
activation page.

H-2

Real time control of DER

A new activation schedule is
received via interface.

The module calculates the
optimal dispatch. The
operator can view the results
on the activation page.

H-3

Real time control of DER

A new mFRR activation was
initiated and H-1 or H-2 is
finished.

The module sends activation
messages and set points to
the DER(s)
The module recalculates the
optimal dispatch. The
operator can view the results
on the activation page. New
activation commands are
sent to the DER(s).

G-1

G-2

G-3

H-1

Functionality

Calculation of online data incl.
real-time calculation of
baseline

Calculation of online data incl.
real-time calc. of baseline

Calculation of online data incl.
real-time calc. of baseline

H-4

Real time control of DER

An activation schedule was
changed manually or via
interface.

H-5

Real time control of DER

The activation schedule
ends.

The module sends “activation
stop” messages to the DERs

H-6

Real time control of DER

DER(s) show incorrect
performance and do not
follow to the received set
points.

The module recalculates the
set points for the DER(s) and
sends updated set points to
the DER(s)

I-1

Flexibility forecasting

The forecasting algorithms
are parametrized correctly,

The current flexibility (pos.
and neg.) of each DER and
the current flexibility of the
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#

I-2

J-1

K-1

K-2

K-3

InteGrid

Functionality

Input conditions

Expected Results

and an adequate timespan
of historic data is available.

relevant pool(s) are
calculated in real time. The
operator can observe the
flexibilities via chart widget
and capacity widget.

Flexibility forecasting

An active power forecast for
at least one DER was
received via API.

The future flexibility schedule
is calculated correctly, and
the operator can see the
schedules on a corresponding
widget.

Reporting & Invoicing

There is at least one active
DER connected to the
system and at least one DER
was activated on day before.

The VPP calculates the
activation schedule and
financial results and saves
the reporting file to a
predefined folder.

Battery support of the VPP

A battery is connected to the
VPP via IEC104 and sends
values.

The operator can open a
widget, that shows the status
and current behaviour of the
battery.

Battery support of the VPP

A battery is connected to the
VPP via IEC104 and sends
values.

The VPP can integrate the
battery into a pool for DSO
support. The VPP can
calculate the flexibility of the
battery correctly.

Battery support of the VPP

A battery is connected to the
VPP via IEC104 and an
activation is scheduled.

The VPP can integrate the
battery into a scheduled
activation and send
activation commands and set
points to the battery.
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Power converters
This chapter serves as a test plan for the performance testing of the smart solar inverter developed by INESC
TEC. The document outlines the specification, validation methods, test setup and test program. The
acceptance criteria for the different tests is defined in the international standards EN 50530, IEC 61000-315, IEC 62933-2-1, and EN 50438.

Specification
Description
The Equipment Under Test (EUT) is a transformerless inverter for DC-AC voltage conversion with optional
input diode (for PV) or direct interface to bus (battery). The inverter can be set to interface photovoltaic
panels, batteries or other DC sources or loads.
The EUT has the following electrical specification, according to the INESC TEC:

Photovoltaic Inverter (PV-Inverter)

1-2

unit

Vdc

MPPT Voltage Range

550
360-420

Vdc

Max Current (IDC max)
Rated Power (PDC max)

10
3800

Adc
W

37 0

Vdc

230±20%

V

3680
16
45-65

W
Hz

5-40

ºC

Smart Solar Inverter /

Battery Charger

INPUT
Max Voltage (UDC max)

Start up

Voltage

OUTPUT
Rated AC Voltage, 50Hz
Rated Power (PAC norm)
Rated Current
Nominal Grid Frequency

A

COOLING
Operating Temperature Range
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Figure 3-1 : Smart Solar Inverter

Figure 3-2 : Smart Battery Charger

Main functions
The main features of the inverter are the following:
●
●
●
●
●

Allows for remote active power and reactive power control;
Includes local control functionalities based on droops for providing voltage and frequency support;
Coordinated operation between PV and storage inverter by interfacing with a metering device;
Stores internal variables or events;
Local monitoring and control interface.

Performance metrics
Grid codes
No grid codes are used for this test plan.
Standards
1. EN 50530:2013, Overall Efficiency of Grid Connected Photovoltaic Inverters. [5]
2. IEC 61000-3-15, Limits - Assessment of low frequency electromagnetic immunity and emission
requirements for dispersed generation systems in LV network. [6]
3. IEC 61000-3-2, Limits - Limits for harmonic current emissions (equipment input current; 16 A per
phase). [7]
4. IEC 61000-3-3, Limits - Limitation of voltage changes, voltage fluctuations and flicker in public lowvoltage supply systems, for equipment with rated current 16 A per phase and not subject to
conditional connection. [8]
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5. IEC 61000-4-15: Testing and measurement techniques – Flickermeter – Functional and design
specifications. [9]
6. EN 50438: Requirements for micro-generating plants to be connected in parallel with public lowvoltage distribution networks. [10]
7. IEC 62933-2-1: Electrical Energy Storage (EES) systems - Part 2-1: Unit parameters and testing
methods - General specification. [11]
Guidelines
No guidelines are used for this test plan.

Interfaces
The current device configuration enables communications with ModBus TCP-IP over Wi-Fi or ModBus Serial
over TIA/RS-485 when master communication with external energy meter is not required. The Wi-Fi
gateway can be complemented with TCP-IP over Ethernet or replaced by a more robust TIA/RS-232 solution
if required.

Validation methods
Review of previous tests
The inverter prototypes have been subjected to extensive testing at INESC TEC Smart Grid and Electric
Vehicles laboratories. The laboratory allows individual and fully integrated development and testing of
concepts, algorithms and communication solutions that will allow the operation of a distribution network,
under normal and emergency conditions.
The main objective of the individual tests performed was to support the development process and validate
the inverter performance after fully assembled. The following tests have been performed:
●
●
●
●
●

Validation of the controllers, namely concerning the stability of the current control and maximum
power point tracking (MPPT) convergence.
Anti-islanding detection, although the tests have not fully complying with existing standards, since
it was not possible to emulate resistive, inductive, or capacitive load matching;
Thermal performance during operation;
Local and remote power control;
Communication tests, considering the different communication interfaces available.

For testing grid support functionalities, a more integrated approach has been adopted. The grid support
functionalities have been tested considering the laboratory scale LV network, which emulates a typical
feeder, with high R/X, consequently representing an extreme operating scenario of the LV distribution
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network. Both overvoltage and undervoltage situations have been tested to demonstrate the local
response of the storage and PV inverters.
Voltage and frequency grid supporting functionalities based on droop characteristics, allow also for the
coordinated response between more than one inverter. This has been also validated, considering the real
LV feeder test setup referred.
Although extensive testing has been performed, to move towards certification, it's important that the tests
are conducted by an external entity, following international standards and grid code requirements
available.

Assessment of additional tests
The first phase of testing is focused on evaluating the inverter electrical performance regarding MPPT
convergence, inverter efficiency, harmonic distortion and flicker emissions. These characteristics will allow
evaluating the need for further enhancements on the inverters hardware.
A second phase will be more focused with the compliance with the standard EN 50438, as well as its
interface with control layer at the household level, namely the Home Energy Management System (HEMS).
The battery inverter will be also tested according the soon to publish standard IEC 62933.

High level testing approach
The testing approach to validate the performance of the smart solar inverter and the battery charger
according to the selected standards, mentioned in the previous section, is electrical testing of the E.U.T in
a laboratory setup. The laboratory should be able to emulate the different grid conditions and have PV and
battery emulators. The tests discussed in Error! Reference source not found. are mainly focused on testing
the electrical performance of the inverters.

Test protocol
Pass/Fail criteria
EN 50530
Purpose of test
The EN50530 European standard provides a procedure for the measurement of the efficiency of the
maximum power point tracking (MPPT) of inverters, which are used in grid-connected photovoltaic
systems. Based on the static MPPT efficiency and conversion efficiency, the overall inverter efficiency is
calculated. The dynamic MPPT efficiency is indicated separately.
Acceptance criteria
There are no acceptance criteria. The measurement results will be analysed as indicated in the standard
and will be reported as characteristic of the E.U.T.
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IEC 61000-3-15
Purpose of test
The IEC 61000-3-15 technical report issues an assessment for low frequency electromagnetic immunity and
emission requirements for dispersed generation systems in LV network. Given the Flex Power Grid
Laboratory (FPGL) limitations, this test will focus on the emissions for harmonic current emissions (Clause
7.2 of the standard) and voltage fluctuation and flicker (Clause 7.4 of the standard).
Acceptance criteria
The established limits for harmonic current emissions for distributed generation up to 75A/phase in IEC
61000-3-15 should comply with Figure 3-3.

Figure 3-3 : Harmonic current emission limits.

The limits indicated by the IEC 61000-3-15 and IEC 61000-3-3 should be followed for the compliance of
distributed generation.
●
●
●
●

Pst =0.5 compared to the level that is present before the connection of the E.U.T.;
The maximum relative voltage change dmax =4%;
Tmax, the accumulated time value of d(t) with a deviation exceeding 3.3% during a single voltage
change at the E.U.T. terminals, shall not exceed 500ms;
The maximum relative steady-state voltage change, dc, shall not exceed 3.3%.

EN 50438
Purpose of test
The objective of the international standard EN 50438:2013 is to specify the technical requirements for the
protection functions and the operational capabilities of micro-generating plants connected to the public
low voltage distribution networks.
Acceptance criteria
There are several individual tests contained in this standard and therefore many criteria to be met. The
results of each individual test will be evaluated against the standard EN 50438:2013 [10].

IEC 62933-2-1
Purpose of test
The IEC 62933-2-1 standard focuses on the testing methods for EES systems. The tests covered in this
standard are divided by the unit parameter test and performance test. The unit parameter test is intended
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to measure and evaluate the basic characteristics and performance of the EES system. The performance
test evaluates particularly the EES system capability to provide grid service for different applications.
For this test plan, the storage system is going to be emulated through a DC source and the test object will
be particularly the battery inverter. The objective is to test the battery inverter according to the standard,
only in the applicable clauses of the standard (6.3 and 6.4), evaluating its electrical performance and its
flexibility for different storage applications.
Acceptance criteria
There are several individual tests contained in this standard and therefore many criteria’s to be met. The
results of each individual test will be evaluated against the standard IEC 62933-2-1 [11].

Test setup
For the laboratory setup, different equipment is needed for the various tests. The list below is a summary
of the equipment needs:
Equipment


AC grid emulator meeting the following criteria:








o Voltage = 230 ±2.0%
o Voltage THD = <2.5%
o Frequency = 50 ± 0.1 Hz
Photovoltaic Simulator (PVS) to give a DC current of up to 16A and voltage of 600V;
Battery Simulator (BS) to give a DC current of up to 16A and voltage of 600V;
LV load banks (resistors, capacitors, inductors);
LV cables;
Measurement devices for current and voltage;
Power analyser.

Power circuit
The Figure 3-4 depicts a block diagram representing the main configuration for the power equipment to
carry out the testing. This power circuit can be used for the different standards testing, modifying only the
AC grid side, either to a grid connection or a grid emulator. Measures will be taken depending on the test
to be done.
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Figure 3-4 : Power circuit [5].

Test procedure
The power converter will undergo different testing procedures depending on the standard’s testing
purpose. In a generic approach, the following steps will be followed for each test:
1. Electrical connection of power equipment and E.U.T. as per the indicated power circuit used for the
test. This includes cable routing, placement and LV terminations;

2. Set-up and configuration of measurement devices;
3. Energizing the set-up circuit to 1 p.u. power, being available for the E.U.T.;
4. Follow test program actions related to standard to be tested;
5. De-energize the set-up circuit and place all the relevant earthing switches;
6. Disconnect and/or modify the electrical power equipment and E.U.T. to accommodate next test;
7. Repeat until all the test program has been covered.

Test program
Table 11 : Test program for power converters.

#

Test

Inputs/Actions

Expected Results

1

EN 50530
Static MPPT and conversion
efficiency.

2

EN 50530
Dynamic MPPT efficiency.

3

EN 50530
Dynamic MPPT efficiency.

Various power points
(0.05:01:1) from the PV
emulator.
Ramping over a low
irradiance range from 100
Wm-2 to 500 Wm-2.
Ramping over a medium/high
irradiance range from 300
Wm-2 to 1000 Wm-2

Characterization of the MPPT
and conversion efficiency at
different power points.
Characterization of the MPPT
efficiency during dynamic
conditions.
Characterization of the MPPT
efficiency during dynamic
conditions.
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#

Test

4

EN 50530
Start-up and shut down.

5

IEC 61000-3-15
Measurement of harmonics
and flicker emissions from
the E.U.T.

6

EN 50438
Normal operating range

7

EN 50438
Reactive power capability

8

9

EN 50438
Reactive power control
modes
EN 50438
Voltage control by active
power

Inputs/Actions
Ramping to start-up to shutdown. Over an irradiance
range from 10 Wm-2 to 100
Wm-2
Set impedance network to
Zref=0.4Ω + j 0.25Ω
Active power output of the
E.U.T. will be changed from
10% to 100% in 10% steps.
Different grid disturbances,
over frequencies and under
frequencies.
Different operation points for
reactive power of the
inverter.
Different operation modes
for reactive power of the
inverter
Run in voltage control if
available in the inverter.

10

EN 50438
Interface protection

Different grid disturbances.

11

EN 50438
Connection and starting to
generate electrical power

Different grid disturbances.

12

IEC 62933-2-1
Performance test

Emulation of different
applications of ESS systems.

13

IEC 62933-2-1
System implementation

Different grid disturbances.
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Expected Results
Characterization of the MPPT
efficiency start-up and
shutdown.
Measurement recordings for
each active power step.
E.U.T. meets the acceptance
criteria stated by the
standard.
Equipment can operate for at
least 30 mins when under
frequency and over
frequency occur.
E.U.T has normal operation.
See acceptance criteria in
Clause 4.3.1 of the standard
[10].
See acceptance criteria in
Clause 4.4 of the standard
[10].
See acceptance criteria in
Clause 4.5 of the standard
[10].
See acceptance criteria in
Clause 4.6 of the standard
[10].
See acceptance criteria in
Clause 4.7 of the standard
[10].
See acceptance criteria in
Clause 6.3 of the standard
[11].
See acceptance criteria in
Clause 6.4.7 of the standard
[11].
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4. HEMS
This chapter describes the test plan for the development of the Home Energy Management System (HEMS)
carried out by INESC TEC.

Specification
Description
The HEMS is a system composed of SW and HW modules that collects and stores information regarding the
preferences and habits of users, as well as configurations of existing energy resources (e.g.: flexible loads
and microgeneration) to set their optimal operation schedule for the next day.
There are several modules that are part of the HEMS, that can be divided into two major sections:
a. Core modules: that implement the main functionalities of the HEMS;
b. Interfacing modules: responsible for interacting with other layers such as the User Interface,
External Services and Devices.
Details on the functionalities of the Home Energy Management System are provided in the following
section.

Main Functions
The main functions of the HEMS, illustrated in Figure 4-1, are part of the supporting layered architecture,
and they are divided into:



Dynamic User Interface: features a web based platform that allows local and remote access to
ensure user interaction and adaptable data presentation schemes;
HEMS Platform:
o UI Manager: it defines the layout and organization of the DUI;
o Data Analytic: processes HEMS related information to extract knowledge relevant to its
operation (e.g. load profile characterization, flexibility calculation, etc.);
o Security Manager: implements the security and encryption schemes to the data exchanged
and stored by the HEMS;
o Energy Manager: gathers information related with energy use (e.g. comfort preferences,
devices configurations) and runs the energy optimization algorithms;
o Data Management: handles all the data related to the HEMS operation (e.g. database
storage, data logging, etc.);
o External Services: defines an API to interact with external platforms with which the HEMS
exchanges information (e.g. Market Platform, Forecasting Platforms - weather, load,
generation, Remote and Secure Access Platforms);
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Device Manager: responsible for the communication management, including the
technology support, to allow data exchange with devices and systems managed by the
HEMS;
o Event Manager: handles all the events produced by the remaining modules ensuring
priority schemes and alarm handling procedures.
Automation/Monitoring: features the data exchanged with devices associated with the HEMS;
External Platforms: considers services exchange between the HEMS and other external platforms,
i.e., market platform, weather services, tariffs information services and support services.
o




Figure 4-1: HEMS Functional Architecture.

Performance metrics
This section intends to define a way to evaluate the performance of the HEMS, which is a set of software
modules supported by hardware devices, in order for it to be able to interface with its surroundings on
three different levels: with the user, with home devices and with external services. As such, its performance
should be evaluated on distinct levels, considering the performance of the HEMS core itself and the
interfacing modules (user and devices).
For evaluating the performance of the core modules, the following aspects should be considered:
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Response Time: the time required to generate a new solution in different conditions, e.g., varying
the number of restrictions;
Success rate: the amount of valid solutions generated considering the total amount of solutions
requested;
Savings metric: amount of energy saved considering a baseline scenario;
Ration between the GAP (distance between the theoretical optimal solution and the solution
produced) and the time taken to generate that solution.

For evaluating the performance of the interaction with the user:




Number of times the user interacts with the platform;
Time spent by the user using the application;
Perceived changes in consumption habits.

For evaluating the performance of the interaction with home devices:



Rate of successful communication with devices;
Time to retrieve data from home devices (when applicable).

For evaluating the performance of the interaction with the external services:



Rate of successful transactions with external services;
Response time to a request made to/from an external service.

Standards/guidelines






Guidelines for User Interface Design defined in [REF D1.4];
Guidelines for code implementation and documentation, e.g. doxygen;
Code implementation management and versioning, e.g. redmine, git;
Representational state transfer (REST or RESTful) [1];
Standard ECMA-404 1st edition – Oct. 2013. The JSON Data Interchange Format [2].

Interfaces
The interface to the HEMS is defined in this section as a series of physical connection interfaces with the
HW devices, as well as data connections between the different modules of the solution and the external
services.
Currently the HEMS support TCP-IP over Ethernet and Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, USB, Display connection (e.g.
HDMI). Other interfaces may be included if the necessity arises, which can include RS-232, RS-485, ZigBee,
etc.
Regarding the data exchange with the HEMS, and considering the interactions with the User interface,
External services and Communication with devices, REST APIs may be considered as a way to get data from
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the system or provide data to it. JSON data format will sought as a way of exchanging information. One
example to be considered is the communication with external platforms like the market platform.

Validation methods
Review of previous tests
The HEMS solution to be developed in the project resulted from previous work carried out by INESC TEC,
namely in the EU project AnyPLACE. A set of functional and acceptance tests were defined and will be used
as basis for the additional tests described in the following section, that will establish the entire development
carried out by INESC TEC. The type of tests expected to be carried out based on previous development are:






User Interface:
o Check the data presentation in all mobile supported devices (e.g. smartphones, tablets);
o Check data insertion for user preferences and device configurations inputs;
o Check if notifications/alarms are displayed to the user.
HEMS Core:
o Check if associated services are running (operative system related);
o Check if events are created and consumed;
o Check if alarms and notifications are created, logged, displayed and acknowledged;
o Check if the database is running, storing, and outputting data;
o Check update procedures (module update or full update);
o Check data consistency for the optimization algorithms;
o Check if an optimal solution is found within a time limit;
o Check if a valid schedule if produced and published;
o Check if additional optimization is necessary (due to changes or multiple case assessment);
o Check if data is encrypted and decrypted locally and remotely;
o Check secure remote connections (authenticated connection, protected data exchange and
disconnection).
Automation:
o Check if a device or system is successfully associated/disassociated;
o Check if a device is automated (capable of sending and receiving information);
o Check if devices can emit notifications and alarms;
o Check if an optimal schedule is successfully completed.
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Assessment of additional tests
Additional tests may be considered at any time to allow the support of additional features and
functionalities or to support corrections/bug fixes of existing functions.
Particularly, there is a need to test the interactions with the user interface, External services and devices
considering newly developed APIs, from the point of view of security considering both the data storage and
the data exchange to ensure sensitive information is protected.
Details on the testing procedures can be found in Test protocol section along with the unit tests, functional
and non-functional tests.

High level testing approach
The high-level testing can be divided into:







Insert energy related preferences: where different restrictions and optimization goals are set,
related to the preferences of users (e.g. comfort, convenience, etc.);
Configure the associated devices and systems: where additional restrictions associated to the
expected use of devices and systems are set;
Compute an optimal schedule: where different schedules are produced considering the flexibility
of the energy resources of the house;
Run the proposed schedule: where the participating devices or systems are automatically triggered,
or the user is notified of their needed triggering;
Triggering of devices: signals are sent for the activation of devices, resulting from the previous
scheduling operations;
Information exchange with external services.

Test protocol
Pass/fail criteria
The acceptance criterion is defined based on the specificity of the module under testing, which will be
defined separately in the test procedure section. If the test results are other than the expected result, the
test fails.

Test setup
Hardware requirements:


Single board computing system.
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Software Requirements:



Embedded operative system installed;
Installation of HEMS modules: UIM DA, SM, EM, DM, ES, DevM and EvM.

External services requirements:



Market platform is online;
Forecast server is online.

Associated devices:





Mobile device: Smartphone, tablet, etc.;
Smart plugs;
Meter (smart meters, electric panel meters, plug meters, etc.);
Smart appliances (optional).

Test procedure
The tests will be detailed in tabular form, in the test program section, to include:




Test ID/Functionality: groupID.testID (e.g. EM.1: EnergyManagement Test 1) - and the purpose of
the test;
Input conditions: the necessary conditions for the test to be carried out, which includes both HW
and SW modules, devices and systems;
Expected results: the results that fulfilled allow the test to be accepted (pass/fail criteria).

The tests associated to the HEMS validation should be conducted in the INESC TEC laboratory, where the
necessary conditions will be created to allow the respective results to be either accepted or rejected.
The test results will be compiled in a tabular form for each of the test sessions. The results will be “OK” in
case of acceptance and “NOK” in case of non-acceptance. In the latter case, an issue will be raised to followup on the reason why the test failed. In the former additional information, may be considered for a new or
improved feature request.
Table 12: Example of testing result reporting.

Test ID

Result

EM.1 - Run Schedule

OK

EM.1 - Run Schedule

NOK

Notes
Issue #32: new feature request: relax
constraints to search for a comparable
but cheaper solution
Issue #34: bug fix: error in the
schedule data format

Test program
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This section summarizes the testing expected to be carried out in the validation of the HEMS operation,
considering the different architecture modules.
Table 13 : Test program for the HEMS.

#

Test ID/Functionality

Inputs Conditions

Expected Results

UI.1
Insert new device

Not applicable

A device is added to the
list of devices.

UI.2
Delete device
UI.3
Remove appliances from the
optimal schedule
UI.4
Set preferences for appliances

Appliances must be
connected to the system

UI.5
Display Consumption Data

Have at least one smart
meter inserted

UI.6
Manually switch a Smart Plug
UI.7
Edit device properties
UI.8
Definition of optimization criteria
EM.1
Run Schedule
DA.1
Calculate Flexibility
DA.2
Calculate Savings
DA.3 Calculate Load/Generation
Profile
ES.1
Read Tariffs

InteGrid

Have appliance already
available in the system
There was a valid
scheduled produced in
which some of the
appliances can be
removed

Have at least one smart
plug inserted
Have connection to Smart
plug through the device
manager
Have at least one device
inserted
Criteria selection

A device is deleted from
the list of devices.
The optimal schedule is
updated with the
appliances that were
removed.
Preferences of the
connected appliances is
updated.
Consumption data is
displayed in the user
interface.
The Smart Plug is switched
on or off through the UI.
The settings of a device
were changed.
An optimization type is
selected.

Devices are available to
schedule
Tariffs must be set
Optimization criteria must
be set

Optimal schedule
produced for automated
and manual appliances at a
specified time.

Electricity consumption
Controllable Loads
Electricity consumption
Controllable Loads
Optimal Schedule
Metering and other sensor
data
Tariffs webserver must be
online with valid tariffs
published or user has
input tariff data manually.

Flexibility provision for
voltage support.

GA

Calculate possible savings
for the next day.
Determine the load profile.
Tariffs must be correctly
read from the remote
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#

Test ID/Functionality

ES.2
Read PV Forecast

Expected Results

Optimization criteria must
be set accordingly

webserver or local data
registry.

PV forecast webserver
must be online.
Optimization criteria must
be set accordingly

PV forecast must be
correctly read from the
webserver.

ES.3
Provide flexibility information

Calculated flexibility

DevM.1
Read Electricity Consumption

Have at least one smart
meter inserted

DevM.2
Manually switch a Smart Plug
DevM.3
Trigger Devices

InteGrid

Inputs Conditions

Have at least one smart
plug inserted
Have connection to Smart
plug
Have at least one device
connected

GA

Flexibility information
must be correctly received
by the market platform.
Consumption data is
displayed in the user
interface.
The Smart Plug is switched
on or off through the UI.
The device is switched on
or off.
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5. Final Remarks
This document presented a validation plan for all the functions and devices that are developed within
InteGrid’s Task 2.1 – Improvement of the grid management prototypes - and Task 2.2 – Improvement of
the grid user active participation prototypes. This validation plan will serve as a basis during the testing of
the distinct developments with the purpose of minimizing its risks involved in its deployment on the demo
sites, by assuring a correct functionality and operability.
A final remark for this document, is its importance as base document for the D2.5 Testing and validation
results deliverable expected for month 22 of InteGrid’s project.
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